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Mission Statement 

The mission of the National Transit GIS is to promote the collection. use. and sharing of 
public transit spatial data. 

The goals pertinent to the development of the Standard. Guidelines and Recommended 
Practices for the National Transit GIS include: 

1. improve the use of geospatial data in response to the ISTEtZ of 1991 by providing 
transit-domain standards. 

3 -. provide standards. guidelines and recommended practices for transit data. specificall\, 
the National Transit GIST compatible with the National Geospatial Data Cd’learinghouse. 

3. provide standards , guidelines and recommended practices for tr,ansit data. specificail> 
the National Transit GIS. to help the public collect, use, and share public transit 
information. 

4. support the mission requirements of the Department of Transportation, particularly as 
established by the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. Most 
notably this includes the development of a GIS-based National Transportation SJxtem for 
transit routes as a major element of the National Spatial Database Infrastructure (NSDI). 
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Executive Summary 
The Federal Transit r\dministration (F’T.4) National Transit Geographic Information 
System (GIS) is ;1 representative in\.entov, 01‘ the public transit assets of the country. 
Creation of this national syxem is an ongoing and collaborative effort on the part of 
many n-ithin the transportation industr> I isc of these transit data Lvill facilitate the 
exchange of information \i-ithin the I ..S. Department of Transportation and throughout 
the transit industn This effort supports the mission requirements of the Department of 
Transportation. particularl\- as established b> the Intermodal Surface Transportation 
EfZciency Act (ISTE.4) of 1991. Most notabl! this includes the development of a GIS- 
based National Transportation System for transit routes as a ma.jor element of the 
h’ational Spatial Database Infrastructure (KSD1). 

fhis spatially referenced data base LI ill pro\.idr transit planning and operations data such 
as population ser\.ed. ridership. passenger miles and routelrail miles f-or all modes of 
public transit. The s?xtems and facilities includes rural and urban bus systems. commuter 
rail. sublxays. light rail. people mo\ er s!.sterns. high occupancy vehicle systems. fen 
terminals and transit\\.a>,s 

The Standards, Guideiimv arid Recommerzdm’ Pmc’tices establishes a framework for 
maintaining the National Transit GIS (NTG) database ensuring data integrity. 
interoperability and consistent? . The methods and quality control used in creating. 
storing. exchan@ng and documenting the data in the National Transit GIS is known b!, 
recommending feature t>pe definitions. formats. lile formats. update procedures and other 
standards. The document outlines Feature T!pr Definitions and Descriptions. 
Addressing and Street Naming Con\.entions. Feature Type Automation and Conversion 
Guidelines. Transfer Formats. and I Jpdate and Maintenance Procedures. 

The use of the NTG bvill depend on the qualit>- and content of the digital map product. 
Creation. maintenance and record keeping practices are important vehicles which inform 
data quality and appropriate use. Data automation and documentation procedures for data 
current\ . positional accuracy. attribute accurac>.. logical consistency and completeness 
are among the practices recommended. Digital Map Products and Attribute 
Guidelines and Metadata standards deal lvith documentation standards‘ The Federal 
Geographic Data Committee established the ( ‘o~ttwt ,Stmdurd~,fiw Digital Geospatiul 
Jletadutu as a standard for pro\.idin, (7 the means of. cataloging data sets in the National 
Spatial Data Infrastructure (IiSDI ). This document applies that standard to the NTG and 
includes definitions. descriptions and examples of-the relex.ant sections. 

The section on Digital Map Products and .4ttribute Guidelines includes definition and 
documentation (metadata) specifications for the base map product. including transit 
feature type definitions. data quality repot-tiny issues. feature content and file types. and 
street naming and address con\,entions. These standards provide a framework for 
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describing the content and format of the digital data set accessed by NT(; users or 
provided to the NTG by Transit Agencies. 

Transit Feature Automation and Conversion Practices describe the underlying 
requirements for core transit feature types. These requirements include recommendations 
on identifying and describing core transit features and recommended practices for 
encoding each feature type on the digital base map. Specifically. data automation is the 
means used to input spatial data into a digital base map. For example. route databases 
may be created by tracing the road network from bus stop to bus stop. by selecting links 
from a digital base map and storing the links in sequential order in a file. or by 
maintaining a point database composed of bus stops (and time points). Data requirements 
for the core transit feature types were derived by the Advanced Public Transportation 
Systems (APTS) Map and Spatial Database Working Group of the lntelligent 
Transportation Society of America (ITS-A) as part of a functional decomposition of 
transit applications and functions. The .4PTS Map Database User Requirements 
Document (MDURD) identifies the uses and requirements of the data. The hrmit 
Feature Automation and C’onversion Practices section recommends encoding practices 
which meet the application requirements of the core set of features. 

Data Exchange Specifications recommend database formats and a data dictionm based 
on the interim format published by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Any access to 
or update of the NTG requires a common format for storing the data files. This format 
will enable GIS vendors to develop translation software to import these databases directly. 
into their own internal format until a formal Transportation Network Profile (TNP) is 
adopted as part of the Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS). This format if accepted by- 
transit application software vendors (e.g.. schedulin,. ~7 customer information. CAD) cvill 
enable exchange of transit data among applications which use map databases and related 
attribute data. 

Maintenance and Update Recommendations include guidelines for data users and 
providers to ensure the integrity and quality control of data the National Transit GIS. 
These procedures recommendations for ensuring that records are neither missing or 
duplicated in the database, and that all the changes to the data sets are recorded. More 
detailed procedures will be developed when the NTG is set up in a locaticln which is 
publicly accessible. These procedures will be similar to those of the National 
Transportation Atlas (KTA) maintained and disseminated by the Department of 
Transportation (DOT) Bureau of Transportation Statistics (RTS) 

These standards. guidelines and recommended practices adapt existing. indust;trq 
standards to address transit concerns. Implementation strategies and technological 
innovation change standards and practices over time. The users of the Kational Transit 
GIS and GE-for-Transit must remain diligent to ensure the applicability of this document 
to industry practice. For that purpose, change forms for the document and feature type 
definitions are included in the appendix. 
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1 .O Introduction 

Background 

The Federal Transit Administration National ‘J’ransit (ieographic Information S?xtem (GJS) is a 
representati\.e in\ entor\ of‘ the public transit assets of‘ the count5 Creation of this national 
“‘stem is an ongoing and collaborati\ e effort 011 the part of man\ uithin the transportation 
industr? USC of these transit data \\ill facilitate the ckchange of information \\ithin the 1J.S. 
Department c,fTransportation and throughout the transit industr! Locallq~. transit managers will 
hake access to information that \vilI allo\~ them to better utilize resources and make informed 
polic\.. operations. and planning decisions. ,1t the national level. this information v, ill represent 
the nation’s public transportation infrastructure that is \%eea\-ed throughout the count?‘. It will 
also faciiitate improved anal>xis of policy- and planning decisions. 

The implementation of’GIS \+ill enabk the immediate display ot‘inventoF and selected data 
associated Lvith fixed route public transit t‘aciliries in the 1 lnited States. It will also provide for 
the displa? of spatial and attribute infiv-matlon on other transportation facilities within the 
count?. including highwa!5. airports. marine ports and passenger rail systems. 

The Transit GIS v+ill promote the exchange of information among the modal administrations and 
the transit industr! to improve transit access to transit infrastructure data sed to make 
transportation decisions. J ransportation management and planning can be based on immediate 
access to current transit facilit? and propert> in\.entory data represented in relation to the latest 
a\.ailable geographic and census demographic data 

The National 7 ransit GIS Ltill include geographic information based on state. coune’. city and 
toI{ n. urbanized areas. and other political boundaries. Streets. municipal buildings. hospitals, 
schools. etc.. Mill be represented as well a\ rivers. streams. lakes. and parks. 

This spatialI>, referenced data base 1~ ill pro\ ide transit planning and operations data such as 
population sewed. ridership. passenger miles and route.:rail miles for all modes of public transit. 
The s\xtems and facilities includes rural and urban bus systems. commuter rail. subways, light 
rail. people mover systems. high nccupanc> vehicle systems. ferry terminals and transitwa>x. 

l-his effort supports the mission requirements nf‘the Department of Transportation. particularI>. 
as established b> the lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency .4ct (ISTEA) of 199 1. Most 
notabl) this includes the development ofa GIS-based National Transportation System for transit 
rtoutes as a ma-jar element ot‘the National SJlatial Database Infrastructure (NSDI). 

Scope 

‘This document establishes a framelkork !c>r maintaining the National Transit GIS (NTG) 
database. ensuring data integrit!. interoperabilit! and consistency.. Though. this document was 
Lvritten specificall\ for the upkeep of the National Transit GIS, man> transit agencies requested 
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that the guidelines pertain to local transit provider and planner implementation issues. .4s such. 
this document outlines Feature Type Definitions and Descriptions. Addressing and Street 
Naming Conventions. Feature Type Automation and Conversion Guidelines, I‘ransfer Formats. 
and Update and Maintenance Procedures. 

Contents 

The document is divided up into eight different sections (including the Introduction). The 
chapters deal with technical documentation ._ widelines and recommended practices. including: 

Chapter 2 -- Digital Map Products and Attribute Guidelines includes detillition and 
documentation (metadata) specifications for the base map product, including data qualit), 
reporting issues, feature content and file types, and street naming and address conventions 

Chapter 3 -- Transit Feature Automation and Conversion Practices describes the under]\-ing 
requirements for core transit feature types. These requirements include reconltnendations on 
identifying and describing core transit features and recommended practices fw encoding each 
feature type on the digital base map. Specifically. data automation is the means used to input 
spatial data into a digital base map. For example, route databases may be created by tracing the 
road network from bus stop to bus stop. by selecting links from a digital base map and storing 
the links in sequential order in a file. or by maintaining a point database composed of bus stops 
(and time points). 

Chapter 1-- Data Exchange Specifications contains recommendations for database formats 
and data dictionary based on the interim format published by the BTS. This format \\,ill enable 
GIS vendors to develop translation software to import these databases direct]) into their own 
internal format until a formal Transportation Network Protile (TNP) is adopted as part of the 
Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS). 

Chapter 5 -- Maintenance and Update Recommendations include guidelines for data users 
and providers to ensure the integrity and quality control of data the National Transit GIS. 

Appendix A _- Glossav of Terms defines the terms used throughout this document 

Appendix B -- Transit Feature Types define and describe feature types related to transit 
functions. These feature types provide the foundation for the National Transit GIS data 
dictionan, and data exchange feature codes. 

Appendix C -- Document Change Forms contains forms for the public to submit 
recommendations for changes or enhancements to this document. 

Appendix D -- Adaptation of the FGDC Content Standardfor Digital Geospatial Metadata 
for the National Transit GIS details the FGDC Metadata and identifies default information 
needed or provided by the NTG. 

Appendix E -- National Transportation Atlas Data Dictionary and Database Formats [BTS. 
September 19951, developed by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. describes geospatial 
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features t?pe files and formats to access National Transportation Atlas (NTA) data. The NTG is 
part of the NTA. 

Appendix E -- Guidelines for Lise of a Route Object for Transit Features Types describes 
methods to transfer transit feature t>‘peh \\ hich inherit route ob.ject characteristics. The data 
structure described in this \+ hitr paper suppc~rt~ access and exchange of data from the NTG. 
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2.0 Digital Map Product, Feature and Attribute Guidelines 
The use of the NTG will depend on the quality and content of the digital map product. Creation. 
maintenance and record keeping practices are important vehicles which inform data qualitq and 
appropriate use. Data automation and documentation procedures for data currex>. positional 
accurac) _ attribute accurac!‘. logical consistency and completeness are among the practices 
recommended. This chapter (and Appendix D) deal n.ith documentation standards. and Chapter 
3.0 discusses recommended practices for transit feature automation and conversion. 
Specifications for base map feature automatron (links, nodes. topology, adjaccnc?.) are not 
detailed in this document. rather verification and reporting practices are sugfcwzd in the 
metadata documentation (Appendix D). 

Base map feature documentation need not be provided if published else\vhere. For example. the 
NTG uses the TIGER/Line files as its base map; a reference to the version number \vill provide 
sufficient information to a user to know how to access the map data product information. 
However, transit features and attributes which add value and designate that data set as part of the 
NTG need documentation on quality. currentness. content, and other characteristics. This 
documentation is typically referred to as metadata. 

Metadata 
Metadata describe the content. quality. contacts. conditions and other characteristics of a data 
set. Many information specialist say that in the computer age. data is ti power. “metadata” is 
More than any other standard. the metadata :provides a “roadmap” to information in a data set. 
The metadata pro\,ides information on the organization of. maintenance of and investment in 
data. data catalogs. access paths. and data transfer. 

A metadata document on geospatial data helps people who use geospatial data find the data the\ 
need and determine how best to use that data. To this end, the Federal Geographic Data 
Committee (FGDC) developed a Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata to facilitate 
access to data inventoried in the National Geospatial Data Clearinghouse. This standard pro\rides 
a format to catalog information about geospatial data sets. Appendix D contams an adaptation of 
the Content Standard for Digital Transit Geospatial Metadata reflecting transit domain 
considerations. The appendix describes and explains elements of the F(;DC Rletadata standard. 
and augments the FGDC version with guidelines for transit features. themes and databases. 
Metadata documents created for each data set in the NTG will advance appropriate use of the 
data, and those created for data sets submitted to the NTG will improve the data’s integration 
with the NTG. 

Because the National Transit GIS uses TIGER ‘92 as the basis for describing transit-related 
features, the metadata should reflect information related to the base map and the NTG. TIGER 
documentation describes feature qualit? issues related to Census’ obligations and glances oker 
issues not relevant to their mission such as positional accurac>‘. lineage and completeness. 
Nevertheless, public domain data such as TIGER and USGS Digital Line Graphs (DLG) easil? 
acqired need only be referenced. Metadata Idocumentation on changes made to public domain 
data such as corrected TIGER or attributed DLGs should be submitted on the sources and 
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changes transacted. All commercial or custome--built base map (e.g.. >IPO developed base 
maps) should include metadata inf-ormation. 

For man\ \‘ears. the Fl A has been collecting _ _ “mass transportation financial and operating 
information...to help an\’ IcLel 01. go\ ernment make a public sector investment decision.’ [Title 
49 L.S.C. 5335(a)]. The National Transit tkrrrrhtr.sc~ (i%TD). fk-merl\, lino\\n as Section 15 data. 
and NTG should link the S’I’I) aggreyatc data to the Xl‘6 phi sical infrastructure to support FT.4 
decision making. 

Standard Addressing Conventions 
Addressing con\-entions proi,idc a standard format tbr automated processing of data files 
containin? addresh information. Standard formats. ahbre\ iations and conventions exist for 
address components. tit>, (place names). state and zip codes. Other Federal agencies develop 
and maintain these standards: man\ of them we already incorporated into the TIGER database. 
For example. Federal Information Processin 2 Standard (I-II’S) Codes are used for place and state 
names. Also. Census is currentI> \\orhins u ith the 1i.S. Postal Ser\,icc (USPS) to adopt 
addressing conventions. and abbre\,iations for address components. states. and place names. 

The conventions used for the National Transit C;IS should adopt standards promulgated by the 
l,‘SPS and adopted b> the Census Bureau. ~I‘hesc con\ entions. described in the Posrul 
~-kk&x~i~~g Studuld [Publication 78 August . 19951. standardize the deliverv address line, city. 
state and zip?-!. In particular. the deli\,er> address line identifies five relevant components: 
primary. address number. predirectional. street name. suffix. and postdirectional. The document 
describes the format. use ofabbrwiations. acceptable abbre\.iations, address exceptions and 
approved abbre\ iations for juxtaposition of duplicate \.alues’ 

i The publication is a\ailablc from IYSPS. Uational Customer Support Center. Memphis TN 
3 8 188-000 1 
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3.0 Transit Feature Automation and Conversion Practices 

Core Data Requirements 

This section describes the underlying requirements for data that supports GIS for Transit. These 
recommended practices include approaches to uniqueI>, identify core transit features and to 
unambiguously reference features on a di@tal base map. Also. the “Data Automation and 
Conversion” paragraphs recommend practices for encodin s each core feature or data set 
described herein. Specificalli\,. data automation is the means used to input spatial data into a 
digital base map. For example. route databases ma\. be created by tracing the road netxvork from 
bus stop to bus stop, or it may be created by selecting links from a digital base map and storing 
the links in sequential order in a file. 

These discussions deal with issues to ensure data fitness for different applications. In the transit 
route example, if the route overlaps with the street network for traffic congestion analksis. then 
the two networks should be identical. Yet, in the case of a subway there is no direct overlap. 

ils described above, the means by which spat:ial features are coded depend on their use. Different 
GIS functions may be performed only on certain types of data. For example. a map prqjection 
translation is not effective on data not referenced b>, spatial coordinates. The I :se.s section brietl?, 
describes transit applications and GIS functions which help to determine data automation 
techniques which facilitate use of the data.. Some of these GIS functions may be applied 
specifically to point, line and area data. Certain operations require that the data be referenced in 
the same manner prior to operation. For example, if- the line-of-sight distance bctxbeen t\\o 
objects is required, both ob-jects need to be defined as coordinate pairs (or triplets). This is not 
complicated because the GIS automatically converts the data to its (wn C‘artesian frame to 
calculate the distance. A line or polygon will be associated tiith its centroid for this distance 
operation. However, if the travel distance along a road network is requested, the position on and 
relationship to the network is needed. In general, any application associated L\ ith networks 
require information about the network topology. 

Generally, each data set requires at least two primary unique references. The first is a table 
reference to uniquely identify an instance of a feature. For example, each bus shelter owned by a 
property should be assigned an identifier for inventory purposes. Most agencies use an index as 
the primary key: this index may or may not have embedded intelligence. For example. the first 
three digits of the feature’s name concatenated with a four digit number. A primary. kc_\, should 
be assigned the most stable identifier possible. Thus. a number based on a sequence of locations 
may not be appropriate as a primary ke>,. 

Also. each spatial feature requires at least one location identifier. that is. a geographic reference 
which corresponds to a position on a digital base map. This reference ensures a mapping bet\\ een 
the tabular data and digital base map. If the tabular data are used by multiple applications u hich 
use different base maps. the common identifier must be invariant to the characteristics of the 
different base maps, includin g resolution, positional accurac\‘. link-node structure and extent. 
With increased deployment of advanced technologies and computerized systems in transit 

6 
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agencies. and bet\\,een transit agencies and other transpnrtationiplanning organizations. this issue 
will emerge as the signiiicant technical obstacle to integrating spatial data. 

Furthermore. in man) cases different location reterencin, (7 methods are required within a single 
asenc\. 1.ranslation amon, ‘7 these method> (c.y.. coordinate snapping and projecting distance. 
etc.) ma! propagate errors that affect analysis results. Some standards and procedures may be 
applied to mitigate or eliminate these errors. ‘l‘hesc issues are not discussed in this document. 

Access Point Inventory 

The Access Point Inventor\ or Bus Stop database is used b! almost e\‘er> department in the 
transit agency. T>picall\,. created b>, Ser\.rce Plannin= 1’ the in\.entorv is used for designing the 
routes. and anal>.ziny route design. Ic\-cl ot‘ w-x ice. and run schedules. The locations of the bus 
stops are needed for desiyin, (7 the instructions ti)r operator training. maintenance of facilities. 
and directing and planning customer trip itineraries for both tised route and demand-responsive 
customers 

The Access Point Inventon. is t),picall>- stored as a point database. Many times. agencies tag 
these points with a coordinate pair (i.e.. latitude and longitude) for ease of displa!,. This kind of 
representation enables \ isualization through o\,erla> and point-in-polygon analysis. Some transit 
agencies select a point directI\ from a digital base map. ‘This method. highly dependent on 
positional accurac>’ of the selected data set. pro\ ides accurate location references relative to a 
single digital base map 

Another technique gainin, CT in popularit? is collectin g data using satellite positioning technology - 
Global Positioning Shstem (GPS). Dependin, (7 on rccei\,er and antenna accurac>‘, and applied 

corrections. these techniques v ill pro\-idc accurate spatial coordinates in World Geodetic System 
198-I (WCS-%). The GPS method prox.ides good positional accurac) when differential GPS 
corrections are applied. Y-et. si_gnificant terrors ma! appear Lzhen this data is overlaid onto 
representations of the road network v.hich possess different non-linear errors and resolution. For 
example. the geometric accuracl of elisting TIGER/Line files is accurate to about 250 feet, 
making a bus stop location -.- derived usin, (7 CiPS -- appear inside a building. 

Spatial coordinates do not provide accurate point Iocations on the road network (point-on-line 
analysis) or path finding algorithms. For example. to find a path to the nearest bus stop, or to find 
all the bus stops alon, ~7 a transit route. the bus stops must be attached to the road networh. 
.4pplications Lvhich reference the road net\\orh require use of a linear referencing method. 
T>.pical techniques use address matching,. node-offset. milepoint. position relative to an 
intersection (e.y.. near side. far side. mid blush) or relation to landmark. Most of these 
techniques are in\,ariant to resolution. positional accurac>. and estent: some are also invariant to 
linh-node structure. 

Each of these linear referencing methods are described in the paragraphs belo\\ 

.&We.c.s .llatching is a procedure to match street addresses associated \\.ith entities (e.g. roads.. 
tracks. facilities. houses) stored in the digital base map. In most cases. an entit).‘s street number. 
street name. street tlpc. and other prctisc\ and suffixes must produce an exact tnatch of the 
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spelling and format of the digital base map’s tabular information. Ver) few svstems have 
achieved better than 90 to 95% automation. Also, no addresses exist for most rural routes. 
interstates and man>- state highways. Tiger/Line files specify standard naming conventions for 
street address numbering, indexing. and abbreviations. Future Census products will use Postal 
ilddrcssiq 3atzdard.s (see Chapter 2 on Standard Addressing Conventions). 

Sode-offset (or intersections is a procedure that identifies a node by index. name. or intersectin? 
street names, and the linear distance from that point. For example. if a bus stop is located 20 feet 
from the intersection of Main St and South SI:, it may be defined in a database as: 

Run Street 
Main St 

Cross Street 
South St 

Offset 
20 

This type of referencinc g requires street naming and offset direction conkentions. Typicall!,. 
transportation agencies assume orientation from south to north. west to east. This assumes that if 
Main St runs southeast and northwest. the bus stop is on Main St. north af South St. An 

additional field or fields may be required to designate orientation such as 

Orientation: 
Domain Values: 

side of street or intersection 
north (N), south (S), east (E), west (W). northeast (.NE). 
northwest (NW). southeast (SE). southwest (SLli’). 

Relative Position.from intersection is a procedure similar to node-offset because it uses a node. 
indexed location (e.g.. landmark), address, or intersection, but it does not use a distance measure 
from that point. Instead, this technique uses :I relative position. The typical terms used are near- 
side (NS). far-side (FS). mid-block (MB), opposite (OPP) and at (~2;). Near side indicates a 
location prior to the node; far side -- after the node: mid block -- middle of‘the block after the 
node: opposite -- on the other side of the street; and @, -- at that location. on the same side of the 
street. This procedure assumes that a direction or orientation is specified. Similar to the node- 
offset procedure if this technique is used for a bus stop inventory, convention5 for directionalit! 
require standardization. 

Milepoint is typically used by transportation agencies to reference a location along a route. For 
example, mile marker signs along the interstate are references of distance from the start of a 
route. This approach is a technique used to precisely map linear attribute data to the road 
network. 

Composition 
The access point inventory catalogs all the locations where transit patrons board or alight a 
transit vehicle in revenue service. This data set includes at least the following fields: 

Uniaue Bus StoD/Access Point ID. Each access point should contain a unique Identifier to Lvhich 
every department has access. 

L,ocation Reference: Each access point requires at least one type of location identifier in order to 
locate it on a digital base map. Selection of a ilocation reference depends on the use of the data. 

Transit Route Database 
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The route database ma!’ be used to generate route descriptions for trainins drivers, input for 
runcutting. generating on/offsurve\’ forms. customer information services and schedule graphics. 
These applications also use other infbnnation such as landmarks. “car time” or “impedance’. 
betxveen stops. \\ait time tnr travelers. actual run time between stops. time transfers. 
origin/destination infhrmation. route alignment. ADA ride eligibilit). among other applications. 

Overla\.ing of economic y-o\\th. demographics. land use and other data \\ith a transit route 
database enables regional analysis applications such as -1 itle h compliance, level of service 
anal? sis and other planning functions. 

Man> transit organizations represent their time points coincident Lvith bus stops. In those cases, 
time points coincide with bus stops. and time segments coincide with segments behveen bus 
stops. In cases IIOI coincident. a separate: net\\ork for time points and time segments may be 
needed. The he>s used to join those t\\cF point databases are the route number and pattern 
number 

In order to linh the route database \\iith the digital base map. a common reference needs to be 
established. Also. most agencies have se\ eral data sets to 1~ hich the> u ish to compare their route 
database. e.g.. demographics and economic yro\vth measures. 

The most efficient wa>s of ensuring that the route database coincides with the base map is to 
cross reference the route segments with the base map links. 

Figure 1 Bus Route Coincident with Links in Digital Base Map 

BUS ROUTES 

Route Tiger/Line link ids 

3 12, 13, 45, 46, 47 
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This approach may create a non-normalized table. and consequently man\ agencies forego 
attaching segments behveen bus stops along a route. preferring to rely on the topological 
relationship and a shortest path algorithm to connect bus stops. 

Figure 2 Bus Stops Defining a Bus Route in a Digital Base Map 

BUS ROUTES 

Route Pat # Seq # Run Cross Ref 

3 -1-1 1 st Main fs 
3 1 2 1 st Mall ns l . . . 

A more sophisticated method using a function called dynamic segmentation currently solves this 
problem. This tool builds a table between Iwo paths designatin, CJ a virtual link-node structure. 
This function is not found in most desktop GlS tools, only in the more expensive GlS products. 
An approach to applying this method is described in more detail in [Peng. GIST ‘951. 

If a route is designated without the bus stops (i.e., bus stops are represented in a separate data 
table) as in the case of the National Transit GIS, then the route may be represented by using the 
link node structure of the base map or a sufficient number of nodes to convey the topological 
relationship between the points. Again. to ensure integration with the base map. the segments 
comprising the route should be coincident wth the base map. Coincident features are those that 
are common between data layer and base map. Examples include transit routes ov.erlaid on the 
road nehvork or traffic analysis zones that are bounded by road segments. C’oincident features 
must be digitized only once to avoid slight differences such as “slivers” and to ensure network 
integrity when features are topologically joined with the base map. This clearI>, demonstrates the 
need for selecting segments and points which compose the transit feature dirrlct[l. from the base 
map. 

Composition 
Depending on the approach used to represent different routes either (1) a point database for each 
pattern, (2) a segment table for each route or (3) a network database for the route network cvill be 

10 
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created. The Kational Transit GIS is an example of a route network database. This Q-pe of 
database catalogs the corridors (route alignment) supported by transit services. 

A route database required for rnost transit functions should include information on all the 
patterns in the route. the sequence of access points. access point inventory information. 
distance/travel time bet\ceen access points. and time point information. Information such as 
distance bebveen access potnts. route direction. and other information may be derived from an 
accurate digital base map. The GIS could even determine the path between access points if 

certain assumptions were encoded in the path finding algorithm?. 

Different agencies ma\ implement different data models for transit routes. Whether a transit 
route database is implemented as a single or multiple tables, the combination of these tables 
require the follo\ving information: 

Route Number. A unique number si\een to a ‘Transit Route. a collection of paths or traversals in 
re\‘enue seEice. 

Pattern Identitier. A unique Identifier (alphanumeric or s\-mbol) ~\h~ch references a series ot 
contiguous segments linking an origin to a destination. \,Iost transit agencies designate patterns 
as Inbound, Outbound and circular. T>picall\. an\ branching or scheduled route deviation is _ 
considered a separate pattern 

.4ccess Point Identifiers. 7’he Unique Bus Stop/Access Point ID from the Access Point Inventon. 
Including this term \vill ensure coupling btztween the route. and access point location and 
inventor). information 

.4ccess Point Sequence Number. A reference ivhich identifies the order of access point for each 
pattern in ever\ route. This information is important to include for level of service studies. 
customer service trip planning. scheduling timed transfers. estimating time of arrival 
information. and other applications. 

Time Point. A time point is a point where time is measured. This data is used for generating 
operators‘ piece5 of work. monitoring hcad\xa> s. constructing passenger schedules. and 
coordinating transfers. 

Derilzd Data 
In addition. the following ma>’ be deri\,ed from the digital base map. but is useful information: 

Line Identifier. An identifier which references the coincidence of the route pattern and digital 
base map one dimensional object. 

Line Secluence humber. An ordered number identifying the sequence of line identifiers for each 
pattern in ever? route. 

2 For example. buses could anI>, travel on certain classes ofroads 

I I 
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For large agencies who manage a thousand or more bus stops, this database contains thousands 
of entries. particularly, since transfer points may be listed multiple times. (See Chapter 3. Data 
Exchange Specifications, for file formats for data submitted to the NTG.) 

Run Database 

In practice, hvo run databases ma>’ exist, one used for the Pick. the other derived from operator 
sheets or starter reports. and generated on a daily basis. This latter run database goes to the 
administration services/payroll. 

Many transit agencies are tied to particular report forms for displa>in_c run sheets due to past 
practices or union rules. This discussion does not recommend a format for these documents. it 
merely comments on database design issues related to their conceptual representation. 

Duta ,qutomation and Conversion 
The same data conversion techniques used by the transit route database Apple, to the run database. 
In fact. the run database references routes, patterns and trips. 

Composition 
The run database, similar to the route database, is composed of a combination of spatial features. 
primarily segments (not necessarily ad-jacent segments or consecutive time periods). There are 
different types of segments represented, e.g.. deadhead. pull out. pull in. layover. revenue 
service. swing. The run database describes an operator‘s piece of work on a given da), or time 
period (e.g., week day. Sat, Sun, Holiday). Also, it contains a cost measure based on duration ot 
each trip or run. 

Run Identifier. An identifier which references the coincidence of the run pattern and digital base 
map one dimensional object. 

Sequence of paths A list of identifiers related to the transit route number. pattern and trip in 
sequential order of work. The path features may not be geographically sequential. that is ad-jacent 
or connected (e.g.. for an operator swing). 

Sequence of time points Typically, these time points refer to the start and end points of a type of 
path within the run, particularly, when the work is performed on multiple transit routes. as in the 
case of interlining. 

Duration (cost) hrs/min This value is derived from the links which compose the run. ‘T>,picaIl\.. 
each link is assigned an “impedance” which is the “cost” to traverse or turn unto or from that 
link. The unit may be in miles per hour or dollars per mile per hour. and may depend on other 
factors such as time of day, day of week. travel mode, seniorit)+ or other condition. Duration is 
the sum of all these costs for each run. 

Incident Database 

The incident database contains the location of incidents and accidents that occur on transit 
property or involve a transit vehicle. The incident database is used to track the data related to 
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each incident. Dispatchers and operators input infhrmation related to the incident, including 
location. and weather and road conditions. Safety inspectors compile their reports. track liability 
claims. and analyze safet>- statistics using this database. 

Similar to the Access Point In~~ento~. the locations of these data ma> be geocoded as a latitude 
and longitude pair. offset 01‘ a milepost. location within a facilit!,. intersection. landmark or 
address. Again. the criteria for selection depends on the use. but the reference method should be 
consistent with the database. OnI! one method should be used to store the data (other methods 
ma) be stored for other purposes). When one location identifier Q’pe is more appropriate for a 
particular application. the data ma! bc translated throu$ build-in or automated translation 
routines. Also. the location reference must he appropriate for the ‘*scale” of the base map. 
Resolution of incidents \\ithin a facili5 art’ not tkasiblc on a base map derived from DLGs of 
I : 100.000 scale (80 meter accurac> ) 

For an incident invol\.ing a transit vehicle In wenue service. reference to the transit route and 
access point ma\ be significant information to include. 

Incident ID. Each incident should contain a unique identitier \\hich is assiged when an incident 
is first recorded. 

Location Reference: Each incident requires at least one t!‘pe of‘ location identifier in order to 
locate it on a digital base map. Selection ot‘a location reference depends on the use. resolution 
and accuraq of the data. 

Facili&Wehicle identifier. The Facilit~.‘Vchicle identifier refers to the reference for a transit 
facility or vehicle wherein the incident occurred This ID links the safety database to the transit 
vehicle and facilities databases. 

If necessary: 

Operator ID. This ID links the safkt!, database to the operator 

Transit Route ID. This ID links the safet! database to the transit route, pattern, and specific trip. ~- 

Access Point ID, ‘l‘his II> links the safet? database to the bus stop or access point inventor? 
database. 
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4.0 Data Exchange Specifications 

Purpose 
A spatial data transfer standard is a common set of formats for geospatial data usualI) a\.ailable 
in the public domain. These formats are developed to enable access and extraction ot‘geospatial 
data sets from/to any platform. system, or tool. For example. many tramit sotiu.are developers 
use the “TIGER” file format to transfer a base map into applications like an .%utotnated Vehicle 
Location (AVL) systems, and schedulin g. runcutting or customer pre-trip planning soft’iLare. 

The NTG must employ data exchange standards for acquiring and updating transit route 
information. maintaining the currentness of the digital base map. integrating the NTG \vith the 
National Transportation Atlas, making the database available on the tiational Information 
Infrastructure @II) and allowing access to the transit infrastructure inthrrnation b! researchers. 
polic:.-makers and other users. 

Current data exchange standards can facilitate the transfer of TlGER.!Line data. augmented and 
corrected TIGER/Line data. However, transit route data are geospatial features not current]?. 
supported by most transfer standards. The features require data structures that support 
automated translation of base map data between systems. software and tools, and also. alloc\,s for 
manual data input by transit operators. Appwdis I; -- Guide1inc.s for i/se O)~LI Route Object for 
Trunsit Feature rt1pe.s explores the issues related to reference methods \vhich describe kutk 
objects. Eventually, the NTG will use a representation supported by industr!, ycospatial 
exchange standards. This discussion establishes requirements for transit. and highlights the 
advantages and disadvantages of each method. 

National Transportation Atlas Exchange Specification 
The fixed guideway facilities of the NTG are currently maintained by the Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics (~BTS) as part of the National Transportation Atlas (NTA). The 
infrastructure files are available from BTS in a format described in the ;Y~;Lltiowi Ttwnsportation 
Arias Dura Dictiomq~ and Database FornzatJ [September. 19951 (see Appendix E). The NTA 
Data Dictionary defines six distinct record types: Link, Node, Point, Area. Geography and 
Attribute. Furthermore. feature types are represented by multiple record types. grouped into 
three categories: Transportation hetwororks. ‘Transportation Point Facilities and .4reas. 

Transportation Networks are composed of four related record types: Link. Node, Geograph\.. 
and Attribute. Examples include highways. railroads and waterways. 

Transportation Point Facilities require only two related record types: Point and Attribute. 
Examples include airports and multimode terminals 

Areas are made up of three related record types: Areas, Geography and Attribute. Examples 
include Congressional Districts, States and National Parks. 

The NTA will add a seventh record type for linear reference. The linear reference file t\‘pe 
should accommodate a route feature. A route feature is u cmtiguous. ordered set of i- 
dinzensional objects. Transit routes, blocks. runs, fixed guidewal, facilities and attributes 
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associated with contiguous links ma! be described b! a linear reference file type. The Linear 
Reference file is conceptualI> similar to the Geoy-aph\, file in that a route ID replaces the line 
ID. and is foIlo\\ed b> a variable number of‘ location identifiers “that define the shape of the 
linear feature” [RX. p. 8) 

At-q, submissions to the National Transit GIS should conform to the formats identified in the 
NT.4 Data Dictiona?, (including the route feature t>,peAincar reference file format when 
available). 

Route Data Exchange Specifications 
As mentioned above. route data is not easil) transferred using current file formats and data 
models. Though routes ma! be ascribed to a linh or node. \\hen multiple routes overlap on a link 
or partial linh. both the flat file and relational model become cumbersome. and many times the 
relational model becomes non-nnrmalizxx. I icing the six tile formats defined in the NTA file 
formats and the linear reference’route ob,ject I?lr format described in Appendix F. a transit route 
feature should be represented as folio\\\. 

Transit Route .4lignment (without bus stop or time point information) is composed of the 
Linear Reference and :Zttribute record t> pes. The I,inh. Xode and Geoyaph?, record Qpes 
should be included to describe the base map upon N hich the transit route is overlaid. 

Transit Route (wifh bus stop or time point information) is composed of the Linear Reference. 
Geography _ Linh. Kode. Point. and .4ttribute record t\ pes The Point record type will describe 
the bus stop or time point information :Ittribute record types \nill describe the relational link to 
the tabular data tables Each attribute record type possess its ov.11 data description. ‘4 subset of 
transit feature t)‘pe attributes are listed in ,-!~[Jc~H~~.I fj -- ~r~n?.siZ F‘~utzirc~ rvpcs. Optional 
attributes are described in ( ‘hupter 3.0 -- 7i~tmslt Feurwc .4 zrlonxhm und i~‘onr’ersion Practices. 

Transit Route (with level of service information) is composed of the Linear Reference and 
.r\ttribute record types. The Link. Node and Geography record types should be included to 
describe the base map upon which the transit route is overlaid. .4 standard format should be 
de\,eloped to capture level ot‘ sen ice and’or timetable information. This tabular data set should 
be consistent and integratable ivith scheduling and customer information system tools currentI>. 
supported b\, transit properties 
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5.0 Maintenance and Update Recommendations 

Purpose 
The road network and transit routes change over time. This necessitates adding. editing and 
deleting information from the data set. The fTA should appoint a data custodian to monitor and 
record all changes to the NTG and to ensure {data qualit) and control. This int;vmation will he 
available to users who access the data. 

Quality Control/Quality Assurance 

Referential Integrity 
Dqjhition 
Referential Integrity refers to the accuracy, validity or correctness of the data in meeting the 
constraints and rules defined by the internal structure and content of the data. These rules Apple 
to multiple levels of data and data base management systems. Tabular data are constrained b>. 
data domain and type rules, and data base management system rules. The relational database 
model must be normalized. and referential integrity constraints ensure that a unique primary ke? 
exists for each table and no foreign key is unmatched to a primary kc>,. 

General integrity constramts associated Lvith geographical data relate to data qualit\,. such as 
ensuring fundamental relationships in the graph structure. For example. the sum of the degrees 
of the graph vertices equals twice the number of edges, where the vertex, is a node and the edee is 
the line behween hvo nodes. 

Mainfenance Functions 
The tabular data maintenance function ma; be almost totally automated because most DBMS 
provide functions to check constraints and flag violations including data tl’pe. domain. entity and 
referential. The data custodian needs to monitor changes to the database to verify, updates and 
insertions to the database. 

Updates and insertions of geographic data require more extensive training. Some of the 
techniques used to verify topologic integrity are described in the section on Data C&alit?, in the 
metadata specifications (see Appendis D). Some GIS provide functions to check feature 
constraints. These should be used and documented in the transaction log as part of ever? 
transaction. 

Transaction Processing 
Definitiorl 
The process and act of changing a data set should be fully documented. The action is called a 
transaction. Three major functions occur during a transaction: insertion (1). update (II) or 
deletion (D). 

Most GIS and DBMS support insert, update and delete functions. as well as rollback (undo) and 
commit actions. This document identifies a format for two data sets which should be created and 
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updated after eve? transactlon. The two data sets -- including a fmtzsacfion log that records 
information about the change in the data set: and ;i transaction lisf that records the neM’ 
information and the old information that was replaced -- ma\ be created by the GIS and/or 
DBMS. For submissIons to the WC;. then ,Yrrtr~rdwtl~ recommends a format and content to these 
files. The content is more important than the format The transaction list should be available 
\\iith each new version of the NTC. 

The transaction process is composed of four steps: check out. chanse. \.erif>. check in. A data 
set being changed should undergcj a formal chech-out and chech-in procedure. Typicallq-. an 
electronic library allo\vs concurrent use oi‘datn set> for different purposes. Ikloreover, on&, a 
data custodian is allo\vrd tcl change infc~rmation in ;I data set. .Ihe data custodian will sign out 

the data for maintenance. including insertl<jn. update or dctletion. The data will be verified for 
accurac) . completion. and consistent!, and then the nen data \\ ill be siged into the system for 
USt?. 

The information required as part of the transaction lo, (7 includes: Transaction Number, 
Transaction Type. File Name. Record 7-\,pe. Date. Time. [-‘ser. Comment. L.ayer. Action(s) 
including verification technique. The transaction list contains the transaction number, 
transaction type. new information. old information. data. file name. version and revision. and 
record epe. 

(Note: these file %pes are consistent \vith the NT.4 Data Dictionary and Database Format record 
types.) 

Transaction Log Format: 

TRANSACTION 
TR4NSTYPE 

FILNAME 
RECTYPE 

DATE 

TIME 

USER 

This unique index identifies the transaction number. 
The Transaction ‘1’4 pe is associated with the change to the data set. 
These include: 
I insertion 
1: update 
D deletion 
This string refers to the data set file from which the data was changed. 
This one character fjeld identifies the record &pe associated with the 
file. These include: 
L I,inh 
N Node 
I’ Point 
.!\ Area 
(i Geograph! 
‘I‘ Attribute 
K Route (Linear Reference) 
The date on which the transaction process was completed and 
committed. The date is entered in the fhrmat ‘mmdd\vM‘. **+* 
I’he time at \\ hich the transaction process v.‘as completed and 
committed. Ilie time is entered in the format ‘hh:mm’ where hh is a 
\ alue between 00 and 33. 
User is a string which refers to the person who made the changes to the 
data set. 

1 7 
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COMMENT 

LAY ER’TILE 

ACTION(S) 

‘The comment field may include any free test which describes the reason 
for the changes. 
‘This string refers to .the theme of information or region contained in the 
file/record type. For esample, bus stops in TGR20025 (Suffolk COUIIQ~J. 

This free text refers to the changes performed b\ the user. including 
verification methods, sources and other participants in the process. 

Transaction List Format 

TRANSACTION 
TRANSTYPE 

DATE 

FILNAME 
OLD-VERSION 

NEW-VERSION 
NEW-REVISION 
RECTYPE 

NEW-ENTRY 
OLD-ENTRY 

This unique index identifies the transaction number. 
The Transaction T\,pe is associated with the change to the data set. 
These include: 
1 insertion 
1-l update 
D deletion 
The date on M,hich the transaction process was completed and 
committed. The date is entered in the format ‘mmdd>y.>~>~‘. 
This string refers to the data set file from which the data was changed 
The version number is a Z-digit number that is incremented for all 
records in the database whenever a new release is distributed. 
The revision number is a 2-digit number that is incremented indi\,iduall> 
for each record whenever a change is made to one of its fields. 
The version number assigned to the database with the changed field. 
The revision number assigned to the changed field. 
This one character field identifies the record type associated Lcith the 
file. ‘These include: 
L Link 
N Node 
E’ Point 
A Area 
G Geograph) 
T Attribute 
R Route (Linear Reference) 
This free test lists the changes to the old version:revisIon. 
This free text lists the original entry to the old versinnirevision. 
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Appendix A: Glossary of Terms 

ACRONYMS 

APTS 

BTS 

DLG 

FGDC 

FH\VA 

FT.4 

GIS 

ITS 

ITS-A 

NT’3 

TIGER 

SDTS 

us DOT 

I ‘SGS 

I-iSPS 

C%TSC 

Ad\.anced Public Transportation 5~ stem 

Bureau of ‘I’ransportation Statistics (part of the I:.S. DOT) 

Digital Line Graph 

Federal Geographic Data C‘ommittee 

Federal lfigh\ra> Administration 

Federal Transit Administration 

Geographic Information S\ stem 

Intelligent Transportation Systems 

Intelligent 1.ransportation Societ? 01’ America 

National Transit GlS 

Topolo$call!. Inteyated Geographic Encodin? and Referencing 

Spatial Llata Transfer Standard 

L’nited States Department of Transportation 

I. ‘nited States Geological Sur\e> 

I’nited States Postal Ser\,Ice 

Volpe National Transportation S>xtems (‘enter 

January. 1996 
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DEFINITIONS 
Much of the terminology used to represent a map database and its fundamental elements come 
from geography. graph theon. and data processing fields. Many of these terms were adapted 

from the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPSj 173. S@tid lhru Ii-ansfer S’~~rdmd~. 
Chapter 1 list of definitions. 

Accuracy. The closeness of results of observations. computations, or estimates to the true 
values or the values accepted as being true. 

Arc. A locus of points that forms a curve defined by a mathematical expression. 

Area. A bounded. continuous. two-dimensional object that may or may not include its 
boundary. 

Attribute. Non-graphical data that describes or is associated with geospatial entities or spatial 
features. For example, schedule information and ridership are associated with bus routes. 

Attribute Accuracy. Refers to accurac>’ related to an attribute. 

Cadastral Feature. Elements created from legal descriptions of proper-t)’ boundaries and other 
land rights. 

Chain. A directed nonbranching sequence of nonintersecting line segments and (or) arcs 
bounded by nodes. not necessarily distinct. at each end. 

Completeness. Measure related to omissions. selection criteria. generalization, definitions used. 
and other relevant mapping rules used to derive the data set. 

Digital Base Map. A spatial representation, usually graphic on a flat surface. of spatial 
phenomena. 

Digital Image. A two-dimensional arra:y of regularly spaced picture elements (pixels) 
constituting a picture. 

Geocode. The process of identifying and assignin g a spatial index code to an attribute which 
associates it to unique points. lines, or areas stored in a map database. 

Graph. A set of topologicall; interrelated zero-dimensional (node). one-dimensional (link or 
chain). and sometimes two-dimensional objects that conform to a set of defined constraint 
rules...Three such types [are] planar graph, network. and two-dimensional manifold. All three 
share the following rules: each link or chain is bounded b\, an ordered pair of nodes. not 
necessarily, distinct: a node may bound one or more links or chains: and links or chains ma>’ onI>- 
intersect at nodes. 

3 SDTS. 42 Ii92 
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Geographic Information System. Software tools for collecting. storing. retrieving. analyzing 
and displak ing spatial data. 

Grid. A set of grid cells forming a regular. or neari\, regular. tesselation of a surface. 

Grid Cell 4 t\vo-dimensional ob.ject that represents the smallest nondil isible element of a grid. 

Layer. An areall?, distributed set of’spatial data representin= ~1 entits. instances m/ithin one theme. _ 
or ha\ ing one comm~w attribute or attribute \alur in an association of spatial objects. In the 
context of raster data. a la>er is specitiiall! ;I tarn-riimensil~nal array of attribute \.alues 
associated Lvith all or part ot‘a grid or imasc. 

Lineage. Information about the e\ ents. parameters. and source data which were used to 
construct the data set. and information on wurce data publication dates. documents and 
“responsible part?” contacts. 

Line Segment. A direct [straight] line between tno points 

Link. A topological connection betw,een t\\o nodes. ,.I link ma>. be directed by ordering its 
nodes 

Logical Consistenq,. The measure 01‘ valid or pwnissible relationships encoded in the data 
structure of‘ the digital spatial data. 

Map Database. A digital base map and related sub.ject information stored as a volume set. 
\,olume. file set or tile. 

Nemorli. .-I graph \\hich consists of a series of’ Imhs and nodes and their relationships. The 
net\+ ark ma>. be a planar or non-planar y-aph If non-planar and projected onto a two- 
dimensional surface. a network can habc tither more than one node at a point and (or) 
intercecting links or chains L\ ithout corresponding nodes. 

&ode. .4 zero-dimensional object that is a topological -junction of two or more links or chains, or 
an end point of a link or chain. 

Pixel. A nvo-dimensional picture element that is the smallest nondivisible element of a digital 
image. 

Planar Graph. The node and link or chain ob.jects of the graph occur or can be represented as 
though they occur upon a planar surface. Not more than one node ma\’ exist at an? given point 
on the surface. Links and chains ma\’ onl>, intersect at nodes;. 

Planimetric Feature. A natural or cultural physical entit\ referenced by its horizontal 
position on the earth’\ surface. Examples include: roads. buildings and water bodies that are 
L isible and identifiable from aerial photograph!. 

Point. A zero-dimensional object that specifies geornetrlc location. One coordinate pair or 
triplet specifies the location. 
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Positional Accuracy. The assessment of the closeness of a map feature location to the actual 
position in the universe. 

Quality. An essential or distinguishing characteristic necessary for spatial data to be t?t for use 

Raster. A format for storing and displaying b crraphic data in vvhich image values are stored as 
uniform grid cells or picture elements (pixels). 

Resolution. The minimum difference behveen two independently measured or computed v,alues 
that can be distinguished by the measurement or analytical method being considered or used. 

Spatial Data. Representation of facts or ideas which possess a dimension in space 

Spatial Object. Representation of dimensional objects. Elemental spatial objects include point. 
line and polygon. 

String. A connected nonbranching sequence of line segments specified as the ordered sequence 
of points bemeen those line segments. 

Topology. A branch of mathematics dealing with graph theory. The spatial relationship amon 
connecting and adjacent spatial objects. Properties include orientation. containment and 
proximiQ. 

Transversal. A directed. nonbranching sequence of chains 

Two-Dimensional Manifold. A planar graph and its associated two dimensional objects. Each 
chain bounds two and only two. not necessarily distinct, atomic t\h-o-dimensronal components. 
The areas are mutually exclusive and completely exhaust the surface. 
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The Transit Feature ‘l‘,pes are mapped to a set of primitive and complex spatial objects. Each 
object is associated LX ith principal attribute5 \vhich describe the object. The definition of each 
object is printed in italics: the object-s principal attributes are listed below the definition. 

Spatial Object Set 

POINT O-Dimension Object 

II wit of loc.citlotl 
-4 location 

Start Point 
End Point 
Shape Point(s) 

1 .inear Reference5 

C‘ollection of pieces 
Ad,jacent Poll. sons 

PATH Composite I-Dimension Objects 
one or more cor~tipou.5 pic~i~c.\ 

Sequence of pieces 

Collection ot component spatial elements 
Relationship of component spatial elements 

4 Representation of‘ a point on a map. includin, - ~1 -evpolitical. address. intersection. coordinates. 
milepost. offset from start of Piece. etc. 
’ Representation of an address range, milepost. point or marker. link id or standard location 
reference id. 
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Spatial Transit Feature Types 

Map database spatial features are abstract categories which are used to specif) n’pes of sewices 
and facilities. The transit feature type focuses on common functionalitiez of an entit?. At transit 
term in one agency does not necessarily mean the same thing in another. Tramit professionals. 
even from the same organization, disagree on names and definitions ofterms. Yet. all agencies 
providing public transportation services emplo\, similar functionalit!, in their qxterns. M;c chose 
terms that are generally understood by transit: professionals and are defined such that the). are not 
ambiguous. Feature definitions were chosen from standard reference documents and refined to 
capture the essence oftransit functions. 

ACCESS POINT (transfer point) : POINT 
.4 point where passmgers hourd or ulight a lvhic2e. 

ID 
Eame 
Descriptor 
Location 
T>.pe: Bus stop. park and ride. tracks. platform, pickup/dropoff. 

ACCESS ZONE : POLYGON 
A buffer surrounding 0 transit route or acce.ss point 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Collection of pieces 
Adjacent Polygons 
Width/Radius 
Tlspe: pedestrian. vehicle, proximity zone 

ADMINISTRATIVE/POLITICAL/STATISTICAL REGION 
iDcIfned by t~pej 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Collection of pieces 
Ad.jacent Polygons 
Type: census tracts, zip code areas, area code regions 

POLYGON 

BARRIER : POINT 
iln?, object that precludes or prevents movement thrmgh a purt of the tr-unsporturim 
network. 
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ID 
\ame 
Descriptor 
Location 
1.1 pe: curb 

I D 
lame 
Ilescriptor 
Start Point 
End Point 
Shape Point(s) 
L-inear Reference 
l‘>.P’ 

III 
Name 
Descriptor 
Sequence of pieces 
T> pe 

1 D 
Y!ame 
Descriptor 
Location 
I-)JX 
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EVENT POIYT 
.4 spatiul-tenymral enti& that occurs o\*er u specjfiedperlod of time 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
Duration 
Type: accident or incident 

EVENT POINT 
A spatiul-iemporal entitl)’ that occufs over LI specjfied period of‘tlnw 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
Duration 
Type: accident or incident 

EVENT PIECE 
,A spatial-temporal emit?, that occurs over a specified period oftlrrw 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
Duration 
Type: special event 

EVENT : POLYGON 
A spatial-temporal enti& that occurs over u specified period c?f time 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
Duration 
Type: special event. sports venues. planning areas. construction sites 

EVENT PATH 
.A spatial-ternporul en@ thut occurs o\vr n spec~fiedpcriod qf time 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 

26 
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Location 
Duration 
T>,pe: parade. marathon. special e\.t:nt 

ID 
IGame 
Descriptor 
Location 
T!,pe: bus stop shelter. sign 

II> 
hamr 
Descriptor 
Start Point 
I:nd Point 
Shape Point(s) 
Linear Reference 
T>p2 

II) 
hame 
Descriptor 
Collection of pieces 
Adjacent Pal? gons 
T>,pe: real estate. station 

January. I996 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Collection of pieces 
Ad-jacent Pol!.gons 

‘P>,l” 
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MAP : PLANE 
A gruphical representation OH a plane of certuin ,selected,firuturcs qf u purt or the ~-hole 
of the swfuce of the Earth or arg, other entitl.. 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Collection of component spatial elements 
Relationship of component spatial elements 
Type: Bicycle paths, Transit Routes 

MODE PATH : PATH 
.4 collection oj‘pieces with restricted mode me. 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Sequence of pieces 
Type: bike trail/path, pedestrian way, HOV lanes. bus only lanes 

NETWORK : PLANE 
.? collection ofpoints arzdpieces thut have a relationship to eachother 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Collection of component spatial elements 
Relationship of component spatial elements 
Type: road, transit, transportation, bicycle, pedestrian, communication 

NODE : POINT 
.A (topological) connection between pieces. or the sturting or endpoint (!f u segnmzt. 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 

Type: Intersection. time point7. (see note s) 

‘Time Point: A location at which time is nleaxured. 
* Dependent on function of segment. 

28 
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ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
Type: Origin. Destination 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
T’>.pe: xvheelchair. b~c!-cle. lur~a~c 

PERSON POIIVT 
.-I llu??lalr hriq 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
Type: tripmaker. operator. customer 

POINT OF INTEREST (POI) 
.-I poit1r c~f~llltt’rc.st 

POINT 

111 
Iiame 
Descriptor 
Location 
‘I‘b,pe: landmarh. c-tbser\,ation point 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Collection of pieces 
Adjacent Pal> yens 
T\,pe: mall. hospital. landmark 
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RUN : PATH 
A transit operutor’s assignment qf trips per dq. 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Sequence of pieces 

Cost9 

Service10 
Type: straight, swing. part-time. tripper 

SEGMENT : PIECE 
A piece in a network. 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Start Node 
End Node 
Shape Point(s) 
Linear Reference 
Type: road. biqcle, rail, communication. foot, “transit”, “transportation” 

SERVICE AREA : POLYGON 
A /egaI. ,jzrrisdictional orjimcfional area iri tvhich a transit agem\ pro\,ides it.s .sen.ice. 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Collection of pieces 
Adjacent Polj,gons 
Type: full. commuter, ADA. access 

STANDBY, HOLDOVER LOCATIOK POINT 
A point uvhere a non operating vehicle uuits for NPI assignment (other thun its .rtoragr 
$acilitx) 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
Type 

9 Cost: Outla?, of monetaq, L,alue to operate u ruu. 
10 Service: Refers to dav of week to which run upplies: I = weekda7: 3 =~ LSarui-dt~~, J = Snndq~~. 
4 = Holida?,. 
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ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Sequence of pieces 
T> pt’ 

IL) 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
T>.pe: plaza. smart card reader 

ID 
hame 

Koute number]? 
Descriptor 
Sequence of pieces 
Collection of Time Points 
C‘oliection of .4ccess Points 
I’ype: BUS. Light Rail. Commuter Rail. Heal,! Rail. emergent!. fixed. variable. express. 
limited. supplemental sen ice 

TRANSlT VEHICLE : POINT 
.1 ,iIotorix~ (‘oill’t’l’lll?c’L~ olstli~rl hl, tl lrLItl.\‘l~ lI,$wlC’\ 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Location 
Th.pe: bus. articulated vehicle. auto. \ arl 
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TRANSIT VEHICLE : PIECE 
rl motorkx~ conveyance owned bv u transit crgeiq~. 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Start Point 
End Point 
Shape Point(s) 
Linear Reference 
Type: train 

ID 
Name 
Descriptor 
Sequence of pieces 
Type: person, vehicle 

Person Trip : PATH 
(irxIude,s pm-t qf cl trip that is not part qftransit scr~ice~ 

Type (linked, unlinked) 
Collection of origin( s) and destination(s) 

Vehicle Trip : PATH 
(includes deadheud, pull in. pull out) 

Type (revenue. non-revenue;) 
Collection of time points 
Collection of access points 
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Appendix C: Stan&w& Change Forms 
The following forms are included as a means to submit changes. corrections. and enhancements 
to the FT.1 lVcdond 7Vun.s11 ~i1.S. .Stco&nl.s. ( Puidclirlc~s cud Kec~on~menu’rd Pwctices. 

Suggestions and recommendations are \\elcomed and encouraged. particularI\- b>. XTG users and 
transit operators. ‘These LS~u~rti~~~-t/.~ are intended to meet the needs of the man)’ constituent groups 
using the NTG. The following forms arc pro\ ided for 4 our con\.enience in submittin? revisions 
and comments: 

‘Jlle Standards Correction Form should be used to identif! errors in this document 

The Standards Review Form should be used to submit changes to the content Lersion. or 
recommend enhancements or additional guidelines to tixAicnming Stmdwd.s. 

The Transit Feature Review should be used to comment on the I‘ransit Feature Types defined 
In Appendix B. The Advanced Public ‘I ransportation Systems (API‘S) Map and Spatial 
Database Ll‘orking Group of‘ ITS-America I\ tile lixum \\hlch r-e\ ieus the nomenclature and 
specifyes the artributes f?x those terms. These r.c\.ie!\ forms \vill be examined and forwarded to 
that group for consideration. 
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Standards Correction Form 

The National Transit GIS: Standards, Guidelines and Recommended Practices contains 
errors on the following pages: 

.4 copy of the page(s) referenced with the error(s) noted, are attached. 

Contributed by: 

Name 

Organization 

Address 

-_I- 

-- ____-.~- -_ 

- ._- __-. ---.-.-. __-~ 

City 

Phone 

Date Submitted _ 

State 

____ Fax 

- 

Zip --. --- --.- - 

.-.-I__- ~__ _____- __ 

Please mail or fax to: NTG Guidelines c/o VIGGEN Corporation 
21 Union St.. 2nd Floor 
Boston. MA 02108 
ph: (617) 742-5114 fs: (617) 742-5124 
email: okunieff@world.std.com or pokunieffi5 viggenxom __ 
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Standards Review Form for the National Transit G/S: Standards, Guidelines 
and Recommended Practices 

(Please submit a separate form for each comment. recommendation or enhancement.) 

i Comment on Listing Std 1 Re\,ision at‘ f-hlsting Std 

Standard. Guideline or Recommended Practice: 

3 Neu Std 

___--__- -__- 

Page No. (ifapplies): 

Comment (include justification and sources 1: 
.-ftluch additmnd i’otmric~~t.~ 0f1 ct~piwtrt~~ j)iqtJ 

-. 

Contributed by: 

Name 

Organization 

Address . ..-___-__--.. 

Please mail or fax to: NTG (;uidelines c.Io \‘IGGE‘N C’orporation 
Z 1 linion St.. 2nd F:lwr 
Boston. M.4 02 1 OS 
ph: (617) 742-511-l fk: (617) 732-512-t 
email: oliunief‘f‘il’world.std.com or pokunieffiZwiggen.com .- 
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Transit Feature Review Form 

Please check the items Lvhich apply: 

Ll Recommend Changes to Transit Feature Type(s) 

Cl Recommend New Transit Feature Type(s) 

Change to Existing Transit Feature Type 

--_____ 

Recommended Revision/New Specification: 

--- 

Contributed by: 

Name 

Organization 

Address 

- ---- -__ 

--..__ ----__ 

--___ 

City 

Phone 

Date Submitted 

State Zip - 

Fas -- ~_______ 

Please mail or fax to: NTG Guidelines c/o VIGGEN Corporation 
21 LJnion St ‘nd Floor . . - 
Boston. M.4 02108 
ph: (617) 742-5114 f>c: (617j 743-5124 
email: okunieff@world.std.com or pokunieffl$viggen.com 
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Appendix D Adaptation of the FGDC Content Sfandard for 
Digital Geospatial Metadata for the National Transit GIS 

(Note. Most of the definitions come tionl the C ontent Standards for Diytal Geospatial Metadata 
LVorkbook. FGDC. March 11.1. 1 Wi I 

Identification Information 
Identification Inf‘ormatinn is the basic information about the data set. 

Contact Name -- the name of an organization or individual that developed the data set. 
Publication Date -- date of publicaticjn or release 
Title of Data Set -.- name h> which data set 15 knl>\xn 
Edition __ \ rrsion number 
Publication Information 

Publication Place --name vt‘cit\ and state I$ here the data set \vas published 
Publisher -- name of organization that published data set 

On-Line Linkages --- name of~on-line computer resource that contains the data set. 
Entries should follow the Uniform Resource Locator con\.entions of the Internet. 
Larger \Vork Citation .._ the intormation identifies the larger work in which this data 
set is included Use same fields as documented in the section Identification Information (above) 

Ew71plt 
Identification Information 

Contact Kame: Li’illiam Wigsens. t:‘I A. (compiler) 
Publication Date: Januar! I996 
Title of Data Set: National I ransit C.;IS.An,~~o~~n._.LlTA 
Edition: 1996 
Publication Information 

Publication Place: Uridge\\ater. M.A 
Publisher: Federal Transit Administration 

On-Line Linhayes: ftp.bts.go\ 
On-Line Linkages: http::‘,\\‘\\\\ .bts.go\ 
On-Line Linkayes: gophcr.bts.go\ 

L,arger K’ork Citation: 
Contact Vame: (Iieographic lnttirmation Services. Bureau of 

Transportation Statistics. Bruce Spear (camp.) 
Publication Date: 1996 
Title of Data Set: Uational Transportation Atlas Databases 
Edition: 1996 
Publication Information 

Publication Place. W’ashington. D.C. 
Publisher: Bureau of Transportation Statistics 

On-Line Linkages: tip.bts.gj\ 
On-Line Linkages: http:,‘,\+\\x .bts.go\ 
On-Line I.inkayes: (ropher.bts.Fo\, ~ 
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Description. Description of data set included intended use 

Abstract 
Purpose 
Supplemental Information 

-- a brief narrative summary of the data set. 
-- a brief narrative on why the data was developed. 
-- other descriptive information about the data source. 

EXUl?lple 
Description 

Abstract: The NTG.AnyTown__MTA depicts the 15 square mile semicr area and 
27 route patterns of AnyTown MTA. The nominal scale is 1: 100.000 
with an error of 180 meters. 

Purpose: The provides information about coverage of public transit and level of 
senice available in AnyTown. 

Supplemental Infomration: The ibase map data source is from the (‘ensus 
TIGER/Line files ( 1992). 

Time Period of Content. Time period for which the data set is valid. 

Currentness Reference -- The basis on which the time period of content information is valid. 
The acceptable reply for the NTG should be based on the transit feature and 
attribute information. 

Range of Dates -- the beginning and ending date for the time period of content 
Beginning Date -- mrniddiyy 
Ending Date -- mm/dd/yv . 

Example 
Time Period of Content 

Currentness Reference AnyTown MTA System Map 
Range of Dates 

Beginning Date -- 03/15/95 
Ending Date -- 06/‘3 or95 

Status. The state of and maintenance information for the data set. 
Progress -- the state of the data set (e.g., complete. in-work, planned) 
Maintenance and Update Frequency -- the frequency of changes and additions made to the data 

set after the initial set is completed (e.g., continually. monthly. annually. as 
needed. daily, weekly,. none planned, unknown). 

Examplr 
Status 

Progress: In-work 
Maintenance and Update Frequency As needed 

Spatial Domain. The geographic estent of the data set. 

Bounding Coordinates -- the limits of coverage of a data set expressed bq latitude and longitude 
values. 

38 
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b.est Bounding Coordinate -- lest most coordinate of the limit of coverage expressed in 
longitude. 

East Bounding C‘nordinate -- east most coordinate of the limit of coverage expressed in 
longitude. 

North Bounding Coordinate -- north most coordinate of the limit of coverage expressed 
in latitude. 

South BoundinS Coordinate -- south m<lst coordinate of the limit of coverage expressed 
111 latitude. 

E.W?7plCJ 
Spatial Domain 

Hounding C‘oordinates 
West Bounding Coordinate. 
East Bounding C‘oordinate: 
North Boundin? Coordinate: 
South Bounding C‘oordinate. 

Keywords. k ords or phrases summarizin 2 an aspect of the data set 
Theme __ subjects co\ ered b\ the data set. 

‘Theme Keyword Thesaurus -- reference to a formall> registered thesaurus or a 
similar authoritati\ t’ source of theme ke>-words. Possible transit sources 
include: C;uldeli~~c~. Chapter 3.0: 1996. Keporrinp .bfal?uaZ: 1995 
National Transit Database Report \r’ear; TRANSMODEL.. 

Theme Keyword -.-- common-use or thesaurus Lvord or phrase used to 
describe the sukject of the data set. 

Place -_ <leographic locations characterized b>. the data set. 
Place Ke>cord Thesaurus -- reference to a formall\, registered thesaurus or a 

similar authoritati\.e source of place ke>-words. (e.g.. Geographic Xames 
Information System. AP7,I Director>. National Transit Database 
(Section IS) Profiles). 

Place Iie>xord -- the geographic name of a location co\,ered by a data set which uses a 
common name or one from the thesaurus 

Stratum -- laq,ered. Lertical locations characterized by the data set. 
Stratum E;e>,x\ ord .Thesaurus -_ rettrence to a formall\ registered thesaurus of a 

similar auth0ritatii.e source of stratum keywords. 
Stratum I;;e>.word -- the name ot‘ a L ertical location used to describe the locations 

co\~ered b\ a data set. 

Temporal -- time period(s) characterized b>, the data set. 
Temporal Ke>xord Thesaurus -- reference to a formally registered thesaurus of a 

similar authoritative source of temporal keqvords. This could include 
patterns and level oi‘se~ice during “a.m. peak” or “p.m. peak.*‘ 

Temporal lie>.\\ ord -- the name of a time period covered by a data set 

Example 
Keq’Lvords 

Theme 
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Theme Keyword Thesaurus: Standards. Guidelines and Recommended 
Practices for the National Transit GIS. 

Theme Keyword: Route Database 

Theme Keyword Thesaurus: None 
Theme Keq-word: Network 
Theme Keyword: Transportation 
Theme Ke\\vord: Transit 
Theme Keyword: National Transit GIS 
Theme Keyword: TIGER/Line 

Place 
Place Keyword Thesaurus: None 
Place Keyword AnyTown 

Place Keyword Thesaurus: 
Place Keyword: 

National Transit Database Protiles 
Anq,To\v n MTA 

Temporal 
Temporal Keyword Thesaurus: AnyTown MTA Timetable 
Temporal Keyword: Spring 

Access Constraints. Restrictions and legal prerequisites for accessing the data set. These 
include any access constraints applied to assure the protection or privacy or 
intellectual propem. and any special restrictions or limitations on obtaining the 
data set. 

Exutnple 
Access Constraints: None 

Use Constraints. Restrictions and legal prerequisites for using the data set. These include any 
use constraints applied to assure the protection or privacy or intellectual 
proper-Q,, and any special restrictions or limitations on using the data set. 

Exatnple 
Use Constraints: Should not be used for schedule information. 

Point of Contact. Contact information for an individual or organization that is knowledgeable 
about the data set. 

Primary Contact Person --. primary individual to contact about the data set. 
Contact Person -- name of contact person 
Contact Organization -- organization of contact person 

Contact Address -- postal address of contact 
Address 
City 
State 
Postal Code 
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CounQ 
Contact Voice Number 
Contact Facsimile Number 
Contact Electronic Mail /Iddress 

Example 
Point of (-‘ontact 

Primary Contact Person 
Contact Person: L,arn. Harman 
Contact Organization: Hridgebcater State C‘ollege 

Contact .4ddress 
Cit? : I3ridFw atcr 
State: MA 
Postal Code: 02315 
County: I’S.4 

Contact Voice Number: 50x-2’79-6 14-l 
Contact Electronic Mail Address: Iharman~a‘bridgev .edu 

Data Set Credit. Recognition of those \vho contributed to the data set 

Esample 
Data Set Credit:The summer interns at Bridgewater State College. ‘This work was supported b> 

the Federal Transit .4dministration and the Volpe National Transit Systems 
Center 

TVative Data Set Environment. A description of the data set in the producer‘s processing 
environment 

SoftLvare ‘l’ool (version ): 
Operatin, _ 0 Svstem : 
File Name: 
Size: 

Example 
Native Data Set Environment 

Sofivare Tool (version): Caliper-s TransCAD (2.1 and i .O) 
Operating S> stem: \Vindo\\ s 3 1 
File Name: An>.J’o\vn.ssx 
Size: *,‘,‘> 

Data Quality 

Data users use qualit! information to help evaluate the adequac?. and applicability of geographic 
data sources for a particular use. In particular. the documentation related to the data should 
provide answers to the folio\\ in? questions: 

-‘How. good are the data? Is information available that allows a user to decide if 
the data are suitable for his or ller purpose’.’ What is the positional and attribute 
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accuracy? Are the data complete? Were the consistency of the data verified‘? 
What data were used to create the data set, and what processes were applied to 
these sources?‘* [f rom Content Standard.~ -for Digital Grospatiirl ,‘l4c~taikrra 
mbrkbook, Workbooh Version I .O: Federal Geographic Data Cc)mmittee. March 
23. 1995.1 

This section describes categories in which an assessment of the qualit!, of the data set is 
documented. The descriptions used were extracted (without explicit reference) from the Spatial 
Data Transfer Standard (FIPS 173) and Digital Geospatial Metadata U’orkbonh bvhich describes 
the June 8, 1994 version of the FGDC Metadata standard. Data qualit! information pertaining to 
general TIGER/Line data quality can be found in Census TIGER/Lint file documentation (i.e.. 
chapter 5 and other referenced data files). 

Attribute Accuracy 

Attribute accuracy is the association and assessment of the accurac)’ of feature characteristics in 
the data set, and the assignment of values to those characteristics. A report describing attribute 
validation methods should accompany the data set. Only those features populated by the data 
custodian should be documented. The attribulre accurac?’ report for the underl>,ing TIGER/Line 
data. described in TIGER documentation, need not be documented unless updated or augmented 
by others. 

All attribute data should be verified using an accurac}’ test. The report of a test of attribute 
accuracy should include the date of the test and the dates of the materials used. ‘The report should 
make reference to the map scale. 

Recommended accuracy tests for attributes include: 

Deductive Estimate. These tests are based on assessing potential errors that may occur in each 
production step and the propagation of those error. .4ny estimate, even a guess based on 
experience, is permitted. The basis for the deduction shall be explained. Statements such as 
“good” or “poor” should be explained in as quantitative a manner as possible. 

Tests based on Comparison with Independent Sample. ‘The most common technique involves 
comparing the source data with another source of equal or higher qualit?, data (including ground 
truth) for a statistically significant sample region. In the case of bus stops. a list of physical bus 
stops may be chosen at random to compare to the source data. The source data is compared 
against the independent sample. Variances in measurements are noted and a misclassification 
matrix should be reported as counts of sample units crosstabulated b> the categories of the 
sample and tested material. The sampling procedure and the location of the sample units should 
be described. 

Tests based on Polygon Overlay. Similar to the comparison of independent samples. this test 
compares the source data with another source of equal or higher quality data. -I his test invol\,es 
comparing two data sources using a set of rules such as the U.S. National Map .Accurac>, 
Standards [US Bureau of the Budget. revised June 17, 19371. A misclassification matrix shall be 
reported as areas. The relationship between the two maps shall be explained; a5 far as possible. 
the two sources should be independent and one should have higher accurac?. 
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Logical Consistent? 

Logical consistent! is the measure of valid or permissible relationships encoded in the data 
structure of‘ the digital spatial data. :I report on logical consistent>- should detail the tests 
performed and the results 01‘ the tests. Kccommended tests include tests for valid values. general 
tests for graphic data. and specific topological tests The tests on graphic data and topology 
apply to the underlying base map. The Census Bureau subjects TIGER to general and specific 
automated testing to L.alidate feature and attribute \.alues and ensure node-line-area relationships 
satlsfb. topological requirements. 1%~ node-line-area requirements include: 

I. C‘omplete chains must begin and end at nodes: 
? -. C‘omplete chains must connect to each other at nodes: 
; Complete chains do not extend through nodes: 
1. Left and right polygons are defined for each complete chain element and are consistent 

for complete chains connecting a& nodes: 
5. (‘omplek chains representin, (1 the limits ot‘a tile are free from gaps. 

Transit feature and attribute data (specificall\ route structures). and geospatial data added to the 
‘TIGER data should undergo the fbllw 1°F tests 

Test for Valid Values. l-em fkr permissible \.alut’s ma! be applied to any data structure. Use of 
a database management s\-stem (DBMS) allow application ofrange checking and referential 
integrity, triggers and procedures durin 2 data input. Such ;I test can detect major errors. but ma> 
not ensure all aspects of‘logical consistent\ 

General Tests for Graphic Data. ;2 data source containin? lines ma) be subjected to the 
follo\h ing general questions: 

-_ Do lines intersect onI\ \c%ere intended’? 
-- Are an> lines entered t\\.ice” 
-_ Are there an\’ o\ ershoots or undershoots’.’ 
-_ Are an! polygons too small. or an! lines too close‘? 

Different tests ma> be applied to address these questions. but the quality report should contain a 
description of the tests applied or a reference to documentation of the software used. 

Specific Topological Tests. Topologic tests should be performed to ensure that chains intersect 
at nodes and complete closure of chains hounding polygons. Conditions ma> be verified bq 
automated procedures and reports generated. The qualit\ I-eport should identify the software 
(name and \.ersion I used to verify these condition5 

Date of Test. The report shall include the date on \+hich the tests were applied. Test report 
dates of subsequent tests performed after update should be included in this field. 
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Completeness 
The assessment of completeness measures information about omissions. selection 
criteria, generalization, definitions used, and other relevant mapping rules used to derive 
the data set. For example. TIGER/Line documentation identify four areas in their 
completeness report: attribute codes of original source data, Census Bureau li-ature and 
attribute internal codes. feature network. and landmark features. [From TIGER’Linc 
Documentation. Chapter 51: 

“TIGER/Line contains at least the same level of content and detail as shown on 
the source[:] 

. ..Information used to create the [internal code] file is as complete as possible[:] 

. ..[and] In some areas. local officials reviewed the census maps and identified 
new features and feature changes. 

The TIGER/Line ftles contain limited point and area landmark data.” 

This report is particularly important for the NTG. The transit infrabtructure. e.?., fixed facilities 
and route miles. provides valuable information for policy decision makers. ‘The completeness 
report should evaluate the existence of all graphic and non-graphic data in the data set. The 
graphic data may be tested by esercisin g ranclom network paths (linked trip planning) and non- 
graphic data mav be compared against a master list of the universe of data and tested for all 
necessary data fields in the data file. 

The procedures used for testing and the results should be described in the quality, report. For 
example. a test of the completeness of bus stops in a transit propeq‘s sen,icc area should be 
compared with the agency’s master bus stop data list. All the bus stop data file attributes 
including amenities, location references. etc. should be examined for entries. 

Positional Accuracy 
Positional accuracy is the assessment of the closeness of a map feature location to the actual 
position in the universe. Horizontal and vertical positions should be evaluated separately. The 
TIGER/Line is a planimetric map and has no infomration on elevation. Other digital base maps 
store the vertical or ‘2” position in an attribute field. 

The Census Bureau’s mission does not compel it to be concerned about positional accuracy. The 
features based on the Digital Line Graph files inherit the positional accuracy of their source. So. 
the positional accuracy of the USGS DLG who possess an accuracy of approximately. .z 167 feet 
(I: 1 OO.OOO-scale maps) are specified as meeting the National Map Accuracy Standards for 
1: 1 OO,OOO-scale maps. The Census Bureau cannot specify, the accuracy’ of updated features and 
GBF/DIME-File features. Visual comparison tests against source materials vvere made with 
check plots. [from TIGER Documentation Chapter 51 

Positional Accuracy 
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The qualit), report portion on positional accurac) should include the degree of compliance to a 
spatial registration standard. More information on spatial registration standards can be found in 
Section 4.13.5 of SDT‘S. 

Suggested methods to obtain measures of‘ positional accuracy include similar methods described 
for attribute accurac!. [from U’orkbooh] 

Deductive Estimate. :2n> deducti\ e statement based on knowledge of errors in each 
production step shall include reference to complete calibration tests and shall also describe 
assumptions cnnceming error propagation Recults from deducti\,e estimates shall be 
distinyished from results of other testh. 

Lnternal Evidence. Federal Geodetic Control C‘ommittee procedures will be used for tests 
based on repeated measurement and redundancy such as closure of traverse or residuals from 
an ad.justment 

Comparison to Source. When using graphic inspection of results (“check plots”). the 
geometric tolerances applied shall be reported and the method of registration shall also be 
described. Use of check plots shall be included in the lineage portion. . 

Independent Source of Higher Accuracy. The preferred test for positional accuracy is a 
comparison to an independent source of hi$er accurac! The test shall be conducted using 
the rules prescribed in the “ASPRS Accurac! Standards for Large Scale Maps” [see Section 
1 3.3 of SDTS]. When the dates of testln g and wurce material differ, the report shall 
describe procedures used to ensure that the results relate to positional error and not to 
temporal effects. ?-he numerical results in = wound units. as well as the number and location 
of the test points. shall be reported. :\ statement ot‘compliance to a particular threshold is 
not adequate in itself. This test ma\ oni\, he applicable to well-defined points. 

Lineage 
Lineage is the information about the events. parameters. and source data which were used to 
construct the data set. and information on source data publication dates. documents and 
“responsible part!” contacts. The FGDC Metadata standard has more detailed requirements for 
lineage including references to specific control information and transformation algorithms. 

‘The NTcG metadata \vill not expliciti! cite the Tl(it:R!I,inc lineage since it is well documented 
else\vhere. 

The lineage fields relevant to the National I ransit GIS 
are described belo\\ : 

Source Information. A list of source> and a discussion of the information extracted from each 

Source Citation 
Originator: 
Publication Date. 
Title: 
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Publication Information: 
Publication Place: 
Publisher: 

Source Scale Denomination 
Source Time Period of Content 

Process Step. A description of the feature automation or conversion processes 

Process Description 
Process Date 
Source Produced Citation Name 
Process Contact 

Update Procedures. A description of the update procedures. 

Update Procedures 
Update Date 
Update Contact 

Source Citation 
Originator: Census Bureau 
Publication Date: 1992 
Title: TIGERLine files 

Publication Information 
Publication Place: Washington, DC 
Publisher: Bureau of the Census 
Publication Metadata/Documentation Citation: TIGER/Line@ Files. 1992 Technical 

Documentation prepared by the Bureau of the Census. 
Washington, DC: The Bureau. 1992. 

Source Citation 
Originator: 
Publication Date: 
Title: 

Publication Information: 
Publication Place: 
Publisher: 

AnyTown MTA 
Spring 1995 
AnyTown MI‘A System Map 

AnyTown 
Aq~Town MT.4 

Source Scale Denomination Not Applicabiie 
Source Time Period of Content 

Start Date: 0x/15/95 
End Date: OtXOl95 
Publication MetadataDocumentation Citation: 

Process Step 
Process Description: Route patterns were extracted from system maps (for small 

transit agencies). route schedules (for larger agencies). operator 
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lJ 

directions. and other (;lS data sources supplied by transit 
agencies. The TRANSC.4D 1.1 and 3.0 software tool route 
function 1~3s used to code the netx\nrks. and route data bases 
\\ere stored in ‘TR4YX’AD route files. 

Process Date: June August 1995 
Source Produced Citation Name: XTG Route Patterns .x~~~.xxss 
Process (‘ontact: Xladu Rae. ;Lloakle\ (‘enter. BridgeLvater State College. 

Bridgewater. 31.A. 02.325 (508) 697-1390 ~3120. email: 
rnrar) &bridge\\ .edu 

pdate Procedures 
I!pdate Procedures: 

Update Contact. 

See Chapter 5. Kational fransit GIS Standards. Guidelines and 
Rccomrnended Practices. FTA. Washington. D.C. Draft. 
December 1995. 
Paula Ohuniet‘f. l’iggen Corporation, 2 1 Union Street, Boston, 
hlA 0210X. (617) 732-51 II: Fas (617) 7-13-5123. 

Spatial Data Organization Information 
Spatial Data Organization Information is the mechanism used to represent spatial information in 
the data set. ‘The data ma> he represented using an “indirect” or “direct spatial reference. The 
direct spatial reference uses spherical or (‘artesian coordinates (e.g. latitude and longitude) to 
describe point and vector ob.jects. The indirect spatial reference uses an>’ other method to 
describe the location of a spatial object. The reference ma> use a name (e.9.. Cook County. I- 
94). code (e.g.. PIPS code) or linear identiticr (including street address. milepoint. or distance 
along a linear feature 1. 

Indirect Spatial Reference. Name of types of geographic features. addressing schemes. or other 
means through which locations are referenced in the data set. 

Reference Method 
Labeled Point ID 
Intersection: 
Node ID: 
hlilepost: 
Reference: 

(St Kaarne. x. ! ) ! see .-1ddress cmd Street huming Conventions 
(On St Name. At St Name) 
(Node k) ! c.g.. node no.. bus stop no.. time point no. 
(Section ho.. Offset) ! offset = Milepost + OO.nnn 
(Node ID Distance Offset) ! or 
(On St. 4t St. Distance offset) ! direction based on conventions 
’ or 

Address: 
(On St. At St. 0ff;et C’ode) !offset code=[NS. FS, MB. G. OPP] 
(Primat-\ Address Ko.. Predirectional. Street Name. Suffix. 
Postdirectional 1 

Direct Spatial Reference Method. ‘Ihe s\ stem of objects used to represent space in the data 
set. 
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Point and Vector Object Information -- the types and numbers of vector spatial objects in the 
data set. 

SDTS Point and Vector Object Type -- name of point and vector spatial ob-jects used to locate 
zero-, one-, and two-dimensional spatial locations in the data set. 

“Node. network” 
“Link” 
“Complete chain” 
“GT-polygon composed of‘chains” 
-‘Route“ 

Point and Vector Object Count -- the total number ofthe point or vector 
object type occurring in the data set. 

Example 
Indirect Spatial Reference. 

Reference hlethod: Address 

Direct Spatial Reference Method 
Point and Vector Object Information 

SDTS Point and Vector Object Type: Route (Nt’l Transit GIS), Node (TIGER). 
Complete chain (TIGER). GT-polygon (TIGER) 

Point and Vector 0b.ject Count: [no. of links] 

Spatial Reference Information 
Spatial reference information refers to the description of the reference frame fbr. and tile means 
to encode, coordinates in the data set. 

Horizontal Coordinate System Definition. The reference frame or system from which linear or 
angrlar quantities are measured and assigned to the position that a point occupies. 

Geographic -- the quantities of latitude and longitude which define the position of a point on the 
Earth’s surface with respect to a reference spheroid. 

Latitude Resolution -- the minimum difference between hvo adjacent latitude values expressed in 
Geographic Coordinate Units of measure. 

Longitude Resolution -- the minimum difference between two adjacent longitude values 
expressed in Geographic Coordinate Units of measure. 

Geographic Coordinate Units -- units of measure used for the latitude and longitude values. 

Units may be expressed in the following formats: “Decimal degrees” “Decimal minutes” 
“Decimal seconds” “Degrees and decimal minutes ” “Degrees, minutes. and decimal seconds” 
“Radians” “Grads” 

Exumple 
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Horizontal Coordinate System Definition. The reference frame or system from which linear or 
angular quantities are measured and assigned to the position that a point occupies. 

Geogaphic 
Latitude Resolution: o.sssu 
I,ongitude Resolution: o.\u.\\ 
Geographic Coordinate I!nits: Ikyws. minutes. and decimal seconds 

Entity and Attribute Information 
The entit? and attribute information section contalnb int~<~rmation about the content of the data 
set. including the entities tbpeb. their attributes. and the domains from which attribute values 
ma> be assigned. This section is particularI> important for core transit data described in Chapter 
3.0 and ‘Transit Feature T>.pes specified in :\ppendis 13. I’his section provides a wa\. to describe 
the meaning of transit feature data. attributes. and attrihutc \.alue information so users understand 
the information content ofthe Kational I ransit (;lS IIJJ any transit related data set) and use the 
data appropriatel! 

The SDTS has provided a convenient mechanism to map specific glossaries to a standard 
crlossan,. The feature t\‘pe is an abstract data tl.pe: an -‘ “included terms” as defined by the SDTS 
is an instance of a featllre t>‘pe or the particular term used h\, a transit propert) to describe that 
feature. For example. a transit route ma!’ be referred to as a line. jonme\. pattern or route. The 
.-1PT,C .\@I Datuhusc I :vijl- Rcc~7~irttn7c~~7c.s Ikx~nwr~~ includes an appendix of included terms 
(Appendix I Data I emplate) 

The O\.en,iew Description pro\,ides the elements needed to give users a sense of the information 
content and a reference to the data dicticxlaries or source( s) of the complete description. The 
Detailed Description provides the elements needed to describe these meanings. Appendix B of 
this document ma? bc substituted for the detailed description section. The two approaches can 
he used together to document a data set 

Detailed Description. Description of the entities. attributes. attribute values. and related 
characteristics encoded in the data set. 

Entit), ‘T>,pe -- the definition and description of a set into which similar entit? instances are 
classified. 

Entic, T>,pe Label -- the name oi‘the entity t>‘pe. 
Entity- ‘I ype Definition -- the description of the entit? type. 
Entit! Type Definition Source -- the authorit?, of the definition. 

Attribute -- A defined characteristic ot‘ an entit! 

Attribute Label -.- the name of the attribute. 
Attribute Definition -- the description of the attribute. 
Attribute Definition Source -- the authorit> of the definition. 
Attribute Domain \.alues -- the \,alid values that can be assigned for an attribute. 
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The domain v,alues list acceptable values for an attribute. For example. the domain for the 
attribute “pad” consists of concrete. asphalt, and dirt. The Metadata standard contains four types 
of domain v:alue types: enumerated. range, codeset and unrepresentable. The enumerated 
consists of a list of values. similar to the example above. The range domain is comprised of a 
sequence. series or scale of values, typically numeric values. The codeset domain is cfet‘ined as a 
set of codes. for example the Federal Information Processing Standards contains numeric codes 
for nations. States and counties. An unrepresentable domain is one for v+hich the set of data 
values cannot be represented. The Workbook states: 

“Reasons include attributes whose vralues do not exist in a known. 
predefined set (for example. the values for an attribute of people’s 
names). or attributes whose values cannot be depicted using the forms of 
representation (available character set, etc.) used for the metadata. In 
these cases. the information content of the set of values should bc 
provided.” [Workbooh. j-21 

The following are fields related to attribute domain values: 

Enumerated Domain -- the members of an established set of valid values. 

Enumerated Domain Value -- the name or label of a member of the set. 
Enumerated Domain Value Definition -- the description of the value. 
Enumerated Domain Value Definition Source -- the authorit>, of* the definition 

Range Domain -- the minimum and maximum values of a continuum of v alid values. 

Range Domain Minimum -- the least value that the attribute can he assrgned. 
Range Domain Maximum -- the greatest value that the attribute can be assigned 

Codeset Domain -- reference to a standard or list which contains the members of an established 
set of valid values. 

Codeset Name -- the title ofthe codeset. 
Codeset Source -- the authority for the codeset. 

Unrepresentable Domain -- description of the values and reasons ~1~1. the? cannot be 
represented. 

The following is additional information which describes the attributes: 

Attribute Units of Measure -- the standard of measurement for an attribute value 

Attribute Measurement Resolution -- the smallest unit increment to which an attribute ‘c alue is 
measured. 

Beginning Date of Attribute Values -- earliest or only date for which the attribute values are 
current. In cases when a range of dates are provided, this is the earliest date for which the 
information are valid. 
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Ending Date of Attribute Values -- latest date for which the information are current. Used in 
cases v. hen a range of dates are provided. 

Attribute Value Accurac\ Infkmation -- an assessment ot‘the accurac!’ of the assignment of’ 
attribute I-alues. This is an indi\,idual accurac> measure t‘ield assigned to each attribute 

.Attribute \.alue Accuracy -- an estimate of the accurac:’ of the assignment of attribute 
values. 
Attribute l’alue Accurac) Explanation -- the detinition of the Attribute Value Accuracy, 
measure and units. and a description of how the estimate was derived. 
Attribute Measurement Frequent! -- the t’requenc) \vith which attribute 
\,alues are added. 

l!ikt?lpl~ 
Detailed Description 
Lntit, T\,pe 

Entit! Type Label: I ransit Route 
Entit! 7’\pc Definition : A collection of‘patterns in a revenue service 
Entit). T!,pe Definition Source: .,1 /‘KC lly I)ur~lh~sc~ (1s~~ Reqzrirrmcnts Document. 
Version I. October 7 I _ 199-1. 

4ttribute 
.4ttribute Label: I I> 
Attribute Definition: I inique sequential number assigned to each database entry 
Attribute Domain Values. I ntegei 

Attribute Label: Yame 

Attribute LIefinition: iZn alphanumeric identi tier 
.4ttribute Domain Values: 1. we Test 

Attribute Label: Route number 
Attribute Definition: A unique identifier assigned to a transit route 
Attribute Domain L’alues: I ntegrr 

Attribute Label: Descriptor 
Attribute Definition. .4 free test comment on the entity, 
Attribute Domain L’alues: Free Te\t 

Attribute Label: Sequence of Pieces 
Attribute Definition: .A link to the geographic data tile \+.hich defines the route 
geospatial description 

.Attribute L,abel: C‘ollection of‘ Time Points 

.r\ttribute Definition: A linh to a point data file \\hich defines the time point locations 
associated with the transit route. 

..4ttribute Label. (‘0Ilcction of Access Points 
Attribute Definition: !I Ilnh to the point data tile Lvhich defines the access point 
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Locations associated with the transit route. 

Attribute Label: Type 
Attribute Definition: A name given to the transit route that describes the set-1 ice 
provided. 
Attribute Domain Values: “Bus”. “L,ight Rail”, “Commuter Rail”. “Hea\f\, Rail”. 
“emergency”. “fixed”. “variable”, “express”. Yimited”, “supplemental service”. free 
text. 

Overview Description. ..- summary of: and citation to detailed description of. the information 
content of the data set. 

Entity and Attribute Overview -- detailed summary of the information contained in a data set. 

Entity and Attribute Detail Citation -- reference to the complete description of the entit?, ty’pes. 
attributes, and attribute values for the data set. 

Example 
Entity and Attribute Overview 
The National Transit GIS includes rural and urban bus systems, commuter rail. subways. light 
rail. people mover systems, high occupancy vehicle systems. ferry, terminals and transitways. and 
also data on population served. ridership. level of service, passenger miles and route!rail miles 
for these modes of public transit. 

Entity and Attribute Detail Citation: Fixed guideway sy’stems: Spear. Bruce. ( 1995) National 
Transportation Atlas schema: 1996. Bus route database: Hat-man, Larry. ( 1995 ) Nat ional Transit 
GLS data dictionary. 

Distribution Information 
Distribution Information -- information about the distributor of and options for obtaining the 
data set. 

D listributor -- the party from whom the data set may be obtained 
Contact Person Primary 

Contact Person 
Contact Organization 

Contact Organization Primary 
Contact Position 
Contact Address 

Address 
CihJ i 
State or Province 
Postal Code 
Country 

Contact V’oice Telephone 
Contact TDDiTTY Telephone 
Contact Facsimile Telephone 
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Contact Electronic Mail Address 
Hours of Service 
Contact Instructions 

Distribution Liabilit? -- statement of the liability assumed b>, the distributor. 

Standard Order Process ‘-- the common \~a> \ in ~xhich the data set ma\’ bc obtained or received. 
and related instructions and fee information. 

Ic’on-digital Form -- the descripti<w of options t;)r obtaining the data set on non.- 
computer-cornpatiblc media. 

Digital Form -- the description of options for obtaining the data set on computer- 
compatible media. 

IIiFital rransfcr lntormation - description of the form of the data to be 
distributed. 

Format Name -__ the name ot‘thr data transfer format. Codes used for 
different formats include: 

“ARC E” ARC‘,‘lNFO Export tOrmat 
“AR(‘G” .r\Rc“INFO Generate format 
“.kSCIl” AX‘1 I file. formatted for text attributes. dec tared format 
“COORD” Ilser-created coordinate file. declared format 
“DGN ” Microstation format (Intergraph Corporation) 
“IDIGI’S~I-” I>igital Geoy-aphic Information Exchange Standard 
“I>L.( i” Ili~ital Line (iraph (I’.S. Geological Surceb.) 
“Dll.( i” 4 ut0a 0 Drawling format 
“D>;W” Data E.sclml~e ‘90 
“[)>;t.‘” AutoCAD Drau ing Exchange Format 
“IGDS” 1nteractiL.e (iraphic Design System format (Intergraph 

Corporati~~n i 
“[c;I;s” Initial tiraphics Exchange Standard 
“I\;IIF” Maplnfo Interchange Format (MapInfo Corporation) 
“NTG-‘ Route L>ata Structure (common ASCII format) 
“SLITS” Spatial Data Transfer Standard (Federal lnformation 

Processing Standard 173 ) 
“RTS“ Route Data Format (Caliper Corporation) 
“TIFF” Tagged Image File Format 
“TGRLN” Topologlcall~ Integrated Geographic Encoding and 

Rcferenclng (TIGER) I.ine format (Bureau of the Census) 

Format Version Number --. version number ofthe format 

Iyormat Version Ilate -- date ofthe version ofthe format. 

Format Specification -- name of a subset. profile. or product 
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specification ofthe format 

File Decompression Technique -- recommendations of algorithms or processes 
(including means of obtaining these algorithms or processes) that can he applied to read 
or expand data sets to which data compression techniques have been applied. 

Transfer Size -- the size. or estimated size. of the transferred data set in megab+s. 

Digital Transfer Option -- the means and media by which a data set is obtained from the 
distributor. 

Online Option -- information required to directly obtain the data set electronically. 
Computer Contact Information -- instructions for establishing communications with the 
distribution computer. 

Network Address -- the electronic address from which the data set can be obtained from 
the distribution computer. 

Network Resource Name -- the name of the file or service from vvhich the data set can be 
obtained. For example: ftp:ftp.bts.govlpubi 

Offline Option -- information about media-specific options for receiv,ins the data set 

Offline Media -- name of the media on which the data set can be receivred. 
This field contains formats such as: “CD-ROM” “3- l/2 inch floppy dish” “5- l/4 inch 
flopp?; disk” “9-track tape” “4 mm cartridge tape” “8 mm cartridge tape” “I j&inch 
cartridge tape” 

Recording Capacity -- the density of information to which data are written. 1 ised in 
cases where different recording capacities are possible. 

Recording Density -- the density in which the data set can be recclrded. 

Recording Density Units -- the units of measure for the recording densit) 

Recording Format -- the options available or method used to write the data set to the 
medium. Examples include: “zip” “tar” “High Sierra” “IS0 9660”. 

Compatibility Information --- description of other limitations or requirements for using 
the medium. 

Fees -- the fees and terms for retrieving the data set. 

Custom Order Process -- description of custom distribution services available. and the terms and 
conditions for obtaining these services. 

Available Time Period -- the time period when the data set will be available from the distributor. 

Example 
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Distributor 
Contact Person Priman 

Contact Person: M’illiam M*‘iggins 
Cclntact Organization: Federal Transit Administration 

Contact Organization Primar! 
Contact Position: 
Contact Addrcs:, 

Address. .100 Stxenth Street. S.U’. 
c‘it\ U‘ashinFton 
State or Pro\ inw. IN 
Postal Code. ‘000 
C‘ountr\-: I ;si;\ 

Contact Voice Telephone: (202) 366-0255 
Contact Facsimile Telephone: (101) U366-3765 
Contact Electronic Mail Address. vt igginslZtts.dot.go\ . 
Hours of Sen ice: weekda?x 9 am - 5 pm 
(.‘ontait Instructions: C ‘all f;>r further instructions. 

Distribution Liabilit? Although these data hake been processed successfull>. on a computer 
system at BridgeLiater State College. no \\arrant> expressed or implied is made by the FT14 
regarding the utilit\ of the data on an\’ other s\stem. nor shall the act of distribution constitute 
an>- sue h L\ arrant 

Standard Order Process 
Non-digital Form: available as map sheets for each Transit District 

Digital Form. 
Digital Transfer Information 
Format hame: TGRL,N 
Format Version Date: 1093 
Format Specification: I‘IGER.‘I~INI: 

Digital Form. 
Digital Transfer lnformatic>n 
Format Name. RTS 
Format Version Number: I ransCAD Version 3 
Fomlat Version Date: I995 

Digital ‘Transfer Option 

Offline Option 
Offline Media. S-i. 2 inch tlopp~ dish 
Recording Format: ASC‘II 

Ordering Instructions 
r\\,ailable Time Period 

Calendar Date: 1996 
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Metadata Reference Information. 

The Metadata Reference Information includes data on the currentness of the metadata 
information, and the responsible party. 

Metadata Date -- the date that the metadata were created or last updated 

Metadata Review Date -- the date of the latest review of the metadata entry 

Metadata Future Review Date -- the date by .which the metadata entr?, should be reviewed 

Metadata Contact -- the party responsible for the metadata information 

Metadata Standard Name -- the name of the metadata standard used to document the data set. 

Metadata Standard Version -- identification of the v-ersion of the metadata standard used to 
document the data set. 

Metadata Time Convention -- form used to convey time of day information in the metadata 
entF. Used if time of day information is included in the metadata for a data set. 

Metadata Access Constraints -- restrictions and legal prerequisites for accessing the metadata. 
These include any access constraints applied to assure the protection of privac? or intellectual 
property. and an\: special restrictions or limitations on obtaining the metadata. 

Metadata Use Constraints -- restrictions and legal prerequisites for using the metadata after 
access is granted. These include any use constraints applied to assure the protcstion of privacy 
or intellectual property, and an]. special restrictions or limitations on using the metadata. 

Example 
Metadata Date: 1995 1209 

Metadata Contact 
Contact Person Primary 

Contact Person: Paula Okunieff 
Contact Organization: Viggen Corporation 

Contact Organization Primac 
Contact Position: FTA NTG Standards Program Manager 
Contact Address 

Address: 31 Union Street. 2nd Floor 
C in,. _ Boston 
State or Province: MA 
Postal Code: 02108 
County;: USA 

Contact Voice Telephone: (617) 732-51 13 
Contact Facsimile Telephone: (6 17) 732-5 124 
Contact Electronic Mail Address: okunieff@world.std.com 
Hours of Service: weekdays. 9 am - 5 pm 
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Contact Instructions: (‘all ti)r further instructions. 

Metadata Standard Name: Content Standards fhr the National Transit GIS Metadata 
Metadata Standard Version: 1 WC 
hletadata Access C‘onstraints: None 
Metadata Use Constraints: NOIlt2 

-- 
.’ 
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Appendix E -- Naiionai Transportation Aflas Data Dicfionary and 
Database Formats [BTS, September 19951 



September 10% 

National Transportation Atlas 
Data Dictionary and Database Formats 

The Bureau of. ‘Transportatjon Statistics t BTS) has created a standard set of file formats for 
geospatial databases included in the National Transportation Atlas (XTA). These formats were 
developed to make it easier to Lien, and extract NT.4 data b>. establishing a common structure for 
each ofthe three geospatial feature types depicted in the NT,4: points, networks. and areas. These 
formats are also being proicided to GIS softivare vendors so that the), can develop translation 
softv,,are to import the databases directI>, into their o\vn internal formats. The BTS will distribute 
all of its geospatial data usin g these formats as an interim standard until a formal Transportation 
Network Profile UXP) is adopted as part of the Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS). 

The BTS geospatial file formats are based on a set of standard record types. Six distinct record types 
are currently defined: Link, Node, Point, Area, Geography, and Attribute. ’ Each of the three 
spatial feature types included in the NT24 consists of-an interrelated combination of these record 
types defining the geometc.. topology. and attributes associated with a specific transportation or 
background feature. Feature types and their composite record types are described below: 

Transportation Networks are composed of four related record types: Link, Node, Geography. 
and Attribute. Examples of transportation networks are highways, railroads, and water-xvays. 

Transportation Point Facilities such as airports. water ports. and truck terminals require only 
t\vo related record types: Point and Attribute. 

-Areas are made up of three related record Qpes: Area. (;eOgraphy, and Attribute. Features such 
as Congressional Districts. States. and National Parks are examples of areas. 

Figure 1 illustrates the relationships amon, (7 the record tJ,pes for each feature 

Each geospatial database distributed by the BTS \\ill consist of a set of files sharing a common file 
name and file extensions identifying the corresponding record type. File names will be consistent 
with DOS file naming conventions (e.g.. eight characters or less. no spaces, etc.). The file extensions 
for each record type are given below: 

1 A seventh record t)‘pt:. LAinear Reference, is still under development, but will eventualI>, be added to this set. 

I 



File Linkage Relationships in the Databases 
Contained within the National Transportation Atlas 

. 
1 ransporrarlon 1vxworKs 

File Linking Fields 

Attribute FEATURID ]_I 

Node NODEID 

1 Geography 1 LINKID 
II 

. 

Areas 
File Linking Fields 

Attribute JTA-JURID 1 

I LINEID 1 

Transportation Point Features 

File Linking Fields 

Point I J+I5lTIIRJD 1 
Attribute 1 I:EAI‘IJRID I 

Figure 1 



Jnk 
.nod 
.pnt 
.are 
.geo 
.t - 

link record type 
node record t\yc 
point record type 
area record t>‘pe 
geography record t\yt’ 
attribute record t!ye’ 

Each record type emplo>,s a standard ASCII character set and fixed length records with fixed length 
attribute fields. The first four fields are the same for every record type. They include the record type 
identifier. version number. revision number, and modification date as described below: 

1 RECTYPE The RECTYPE identifies the record type associated with the file. 
\++rre: 

I> Link 
N Node 
I’ Point 
.A Area 
G Geography 
-I Attribute 

This field will have the same value for each record in the file 

2 VERSION 

3 RE\‘ISION 

The version number is a Z-digit number that uill be incremented for all 
records in the database \\rhenever a new release is distributed. 

The BTS plans to issue a new release of each NTA database on an 
annuai basis. incorporatin, 0 updates of attribute fields as well as all 
corrections and enhancements made to the geography and/or topology 
since the prelious release. 

Between each \.ersion release. the BTS will post interim updates on its 
Internet site. incorporating corrections identified by users and 
enhancement M.ork in progress. Interim updates will include both a 
transaction database. containing only those records which have been 
updated since the last major release, and a transaction log file, 
identifying Lvhat specific changes were made to each updated record. 

The rei?son number is a Z-digit number that will be incremented 
individually for each record whenever a change is made to one of its 
fields. Revision numbers are also included in the transaction log file so 

A geospatial database ma!’ have more than one attribute or table file. The two blank characters allow the BTS 
or users to establish a sequential numberin g scheme where multiple attribute files are linked to the same 
geospatial feature 



that database users can identify what specific change was made to the 
record. Revision numbers uill not be reset with each new release 

4 hlODDATE The modification date indicates when each record in the database v3.a~ 
last changed. For release 0100 this field is blank. :‘\s changes are made 
to a record, the modification date is entered 111 the format ‘mmddyy.y,y’. 

Following these first four fields, each record type has its own characteristic set of fields. These 
fields are described below: 

LINK FILE 
The link file contains basic information related to transportation network links. Each record contains 
the four standard fields (defined above) plus seven additional fields. 

1 RECTYPE 
2 VERSION 
3 REVISION 
3 MODDATE 

5 LIPL’KID 

6 FEATURID 

7 ANODE 

8 BNODE 

The LINKID is a unique sequential number assigned to each record in 
the link file. It is used internally by most GIS software to index records 
and to establish topological relationships between spatial objects. It is 
not permanent and may change between different versions of the file. 

The FEATURID is a unique character string or numeric value 
associated with the spatial feature. The metadata associated with each 
network database describes the significance of and method for 
assigning this identifier. 

While not necessarily a permanent identifier, the FEATURID is more 
stable than the LIXKID. Any changes made in the FEATURID will be 
recorded in a transaction file maintained by the BTS and distributed 
with each new version of the database. 

The ANODE identifies a record (NODEID) in the node file that 
corresponds to the starting position of the link.’ 

The BNODE identifies a record (NODEID) in the node file that 
corresponds to the ending position of the link. 

1 Starting and ending positions for links are generally determined by the direction in which the link was 
digitized. 
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9 DESCRIPT 

10 STFIPSI 

11 STFIPSZ 

The DESCRIPT field can contain any character string describing the 
link. such as a riv,er name. route id name, or number. These 
descriptions need not he unique for each record. 

The STFIPS 1 field contains the FIPS code for the State in which the 
link is located. If the link borders two States. STFIPSI contains the 
Iovver numeric vralue FIPS code. 

The STI~IPS2 field contains the higher numeric value FIPS code for a 
second State in those cases where the link borders two States. If the 
link is located completeI>, vvsithin a State. this field contains 00. In no 
cast should a link border three or more States because a node should 
exist at the point where the States intersect. 

NODE FILE 
The node file contains basic information related to transportation netvv,ork nodes. Each record 
contains the four standard fields (defined above) plus six additional fields. 

I RECTYPE 
2 VERSION 
3 REVISON 
4 MODDATE 

5 XODEID The NODEID is a unique sequential number assigned to each record in 
the node file. It is used internally by most GIS software to index 
records and to establish topological relationships between spatial 
objects. It is not permanent and may change between different versions 
of the file. 

6 FEATURID 

7 LONGITUD 

8 LATITIJDE 

The FEATURID is a unique character string or numeric value 
associated with the spatial feature. The metadata associated with each 
network database describes the significance of and method for 
assigning this identifier. 

While not necessarily a permanent identifier, the FEATURID is more 
stable than the NODEID. Any changes made in the FEATURID will 
be recorded in a transaction file maintained by the RTS and distributed 
with each new vpersion of the database. 

The longitude of the node expressed as a signed integer with six (6) 
implied decimal places, 

The latitude of the node expressed as a signed integer with six (6) 
implied decimal places. 



9 DESCRIPT 

10 STFIPS 

The DESCRIPT field can contain any character string describing the 
node. such as a town name, landmark. or border crossing point. These 
descriptions need not be unique for each record. 

This field contains the FIPS code for the State in \s,hich the node feature 

is located. If the node is located on the border of‘t\vo or more States. 
this field contains 00. If the node is located outside the borders of the 
United States. the field contains 99. 

POINT FILE 
The point file contains basic information related to transportation point features and is similar to the 
network node file. Each record contains the !%ur standard fields (defined above) plus six additional 
fields. 

1 RECTE’PE 
2 VERSION 
3 REVISION 
3 MODDATE 

5 POINTID 

6 FEATURID 

The POIh’TID i:s a unique sequential number assigned to each record 
in the point feature file. It is used internall). by most GIS software to 
index records. It is not permanent and ma!’ change between different 
versions of the file. 

The FEATURID is a unique character string or numeric value 
associated with t.he point feature. The metadata associated with each 
point database describes the significance of and method for assigning 
this identifier. 

While not necessarily a permanent identifier. the FEATURID is more 
stable than the POINTID. Any changes made in the FEATURID will 
be recorded in a transaction file maintained b!. the BTS and distributed 
with each new version of the database. 

7 LONGITUD The longitude of t.he point feature expressed as a signed integer with six 
(6) implied decimal places. 

8 LATITUDE The latitude of the point feature expressed as a signed integer with six 
(6) implied decimal places. 

9 DESCRIPT The DESCRJPT field can contain any character string describing the 
point feature, such as a town name or airport. These descriptions need 
not be unique for each record. 
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10 STFIPS This field contains the FIPS code for the State in which the point 
feature is located. If the point feature is located on the border of t\vo or 
more States. this field contams 00. If the pornt feature is located 
outside the borders of‘ the United States. the field contains 99. 

AREA FILE 
The area file contains basic information related to areal features. Each record contains the four 
standard fields (defined abnw) plus six additional fields. 

1 RECTJ’PE 
3 VERSIOK 
3 REVISION 
4 VODD.4TE 

5 POLYID 

6 FEATURID 

7 CNTRLONG 

8 CNTRLA-I 

The POL~~Il) IS a unique sequential number assigned to each record in 
the area file. It is used internall!, by most GIS software to indes records 
and to establish topological relationships between spatial objects. It is 
not permanent and may change between different versions of the file. 

The FEATURID is a unique character string or numeric value 
associated with the area feature. Where an area feature crosses a State 
boundary. separate records exist for the portions of the feature located 
uithin each State. For example, Yellowstone National Park exists as 
three records. one each for Wyoming. Montana. and Idaho. Each of 
those three records will have a unique POLYID but the same 
FEATURID. The metadata associated with each area database 
describes the significance of and method for assigning this identifier. 

While not necessarily a permanent identifier, the FEATURID is more 
stable than the POLYID. Any changes made in the FEATURID will 
be recorded in a transaction file maintained by the BTS and distributed 
with each new \,ersion of’ the database. 

The longitude of the area feature record centroid expressed as a signed 
integer with six (6) implied decimal places.J 

The latitude of-the area feature record centroid expressed as a signed 
integer with six (6) implied decimal places. 

.I In those cases Lvhere an area feature is composed ofmultiple polygons, the Ch’TRLONG and CNTRLAT fields 
pertain to the centroid of each pof>yon. 



9 DESCRIPT 

10 STFIPS 

The DESCRIPT field can contain any character string describing the 
area feature, such as a national park or military installation name. 
These descriptions need not be unique for each record. 

The STFIPS field contains the FIPS code for the State in which the area 
feature is located. For those features \vhich cross State boundaries, this 
field contains the FIPS code for the State in ivhich the individual 
polygon is located. 

GEOGRAPHY FILE 
The geography file contains the shape information for network links or area boundaries. The file 
structure includes a header record followed by a variable number of shape point records. The header 
record contains the four standard fields (defined above) plus four additional tields. 

1 RECTYPE 
2 VERSION 
3 REVISION 
3 MODDATE 

5 LINEID 
(LINKID) 

6 POLYIDL 

7 POLYIDR 

8 NPOINT 

The LINEID is a unique sequential number assigned to each record 
in the geography file. It is used internally by most GlS software to 
index records and to establish topological relationships between spatial 
ob*iects. In transportation networks the field name is LINKID. and 
matches the LINKID field in the Link File. It is not permanent and 
may change betwe:en different versions of the file. 

The polygon identification number (POLYID) from the area file for the 
polygon record located on the left side of the line. For transportation 
networks, this field is blank. 

The polygon identification number (POLYID) from the area file for the 
polygon record located on the right side of the line. For transportation 
networks, this field is blank. 

The number of coordinate pairs (longitude and latitude) that define the 
shape of the linear feature and follow the header record. For 
transportation networks, the geography file includes the coordinates of 
both the start and end nodes of the link as well as all intermediate 
shape points. Therefore every linear feature will have at least tuo 
coordinate pairs. 



ATTRIBUTE FILE 
The attribute file(s) contains additional information about network links or nodes. or point or area 
katures. There ma\’ be multiple attribute files associated with any geospatial feature database, and 
each attribute file may hare a different number of attributes and different attribute formats. 
However. each specific attribute file is characterized by a fixed format and fixed record lengths. 

Each record in an attribute tile contains the four standard fields (defined above), one feature 
identification field. and a variable number of attribute fields. 

1 RECIJ’PE 
2 VERSION 
3 RE\‘ISION 
4 MODDXTE 

_;, I’E.i\Tl:RID The I’EA’I‘URID is a unique character string or numeric \,alue 
associated Lvith the geospatial feature. and matches the FEATUIUD 
field in the corresponding Link. Node, Point. or Area tiles. This field 
provides the relational link between the spatial object which is used to 
represent a feature and the various attributes associated with it. 

The FEATURID field is followed by a variable number of attribute fields pertaining to the feature. 
Data descriptions and formats for each attribute field are defined in the metadata for the geospatial 
database. 

In addition to fixed format, fixed record length AX11 files, the BTS plans to distribute attribute files 
in dBase format. Many existing GIS software package can read dBase files directly, and this will 
obviate the need f-or users of-those packages to build import templates for each attribute file. 



Field Field 
Num Name 

1 RECTYPE 
3 VERSION 
3 REVISION 
4 MODDATE 
5 LINKID 
6 FEATURID 
7 ANODE 
8 BNODE 
9 DESCRIPT 

10 STFIPS 1 
11 STFIPS2 

Field Field 
Rum Name 

1 RECTYPE 
3 VERSION 
3 REVISION 
4 MODDATE 
5 NODEID 
6 FEATURID 
7 LONGITUD 
8 LATITUDE 
9 DESCRlPT 

10 STFIPS 

Spatial File Formats 

TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS 

Link File 

Field 
Type 
char 
char 
char 
num 
num 
char 
num 
num 
char 
num 
num 

Field 
Type 
char 
char 
char 
num 
num 
char 
num 
num 
char 
num 

Field Beg End Field 
Length Pos POS Description 

1 1 1 Record t!‘pe: al\vaJs ‘I_’ 
7 2 3 Version number 
2 4 5 ReIision number 
8 6 13 .“vlodification date 

10 14 23 Link ID 
10 24 33 Feature I I> 
10 34 43 Node ID for beginning node 
10 44 53 Node ID for ending node 
35 54 88 Name,‘Identification 

2 89 90 Primary State FIPS Code 
2 91 92 Secondary State FIPS Code 

Node File 

Field 
Length 

1 
2 
2 
S 

10 
10 
10 
10 
35 

3 i 

Beg End 
Pos POS 

1 1 
2 3 
4 5 
6 13 

14 23 
24 33 
34 43 
44 53 
54 88 
89 90 

Field 
Description 
Record type: always ‘N’ 
Version number 
Revision number 
Modification date 
Node ID 
Feature ID 
Longitude (6 implied dec) 
Latitude (6 implied dec) 
Name/identification 
State FIPS code 

00 if in multiple states 
99 if not in the Llnited States 



Geography (shape point) File 
Header record 

Field 
Num 

1 
? 
_I ..j 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Field Field 
IVamc Typt 

RECTYPF Char 

\‘ERSION CilX 

REVISION char 
MODDr-‘\TI3 nun1 

LIKKID n um 
blank II urn 
blank num 
NPOINT num 

Field 
Description 
Record type: alwzys ‘G’ 
Vyersion number 
Revision number 
1lodiiication date 
1,ink ID 
blank 
blank 
Xumber of coordinate pairs 

Shape records 
The header record is follo\x,ed by INT(NPOIKT -- 1 ,’ 4) tised length shape records. Each shape 
record contains up to 4 coordinate pairs and is formatted as numeric with 6 implied decimal 
places. 

TRANSPORTATION POINT FACILITIES 

Point File 

Field Field 
Num Name 

1 RECTYPE 
3 VERSION 
3 REVISiON 
3 MODDATE 
5 POINT1 D 
6 FEATURID 
7 LONGITUD 
8 LATITUDE 
9 DESCRIP 

I 0 STFIPS 

Field 
Type 
char 
char 
char 
num 
num 
char 
num 
num 
char 
num 

Field 
Length 

1 
-7 

Beg 
Pos 

1 

Field 
Description 
Record type: always ‘P’ 
Version number 
Re\rision number 
Modification date 
Point ID 
Feature ID 
Longitude (6 implied dec) 
Latitude (6 implied dec) 
Name/identification 
State FIPS code 

00 if in multiple States 
99 if not in the linited States 



AREA FILES 

Area File 

Field 
Num 

1 

8 

9 
10 

Field Field Field Field 
Num Name Type Length 

1 RECTYPE char 1 
3 VERSION char 2 
3 REVISON char 2 
4 MODDATE num 8 
5 LINEID num 10 
6 POLYIDL num 10 
7 POLYIDR num 10 
8 NPOINT num 3 

Field Field 
Name Type 
RECTYPE char 
VERSION char 
REVISION char 
MODDATE num 
POLYID num 
FEATL;RID char 
CNTRLONG num 

CNTRLAT num 

DESCRIPT char 
STFIPS num 

Field kg End 
Length 1’0s ros 

1 I I 
2 3 3 
2 4 5 
8 6 13 

10 14 23 
10 23 33 
10 34 43 

10 44 53 

35 53 88 
2 89 90 

Geography (shape point) File 
Header record 

Beg 
POS 

2 
4 
6 

14 
24 
34 
33 

End Field 
Pos Description 

1 Record tJ,pe: always ‘G’ 
3 Version number 
5 Revision number 

13 Modification date 
23 Lint ID 
33 Pol>,gon ID on left 
43 Polygon ID on right 
46 Number of coordinate pairs 

Field 
Description 
Record t~pc: always ‘.4’ 
lycrsion number 
J<c\,ision number 
Modification date 
Polyn ID 
Feature 1 I> 
Longitude of fcaturc centroic 
(6 implied dec) 
Latitude of’ feature centroid 
(6 implied decimal) 
Name/identification 
State FIPS code 

Shape records 
The header record is followed by INTQWOINT + 1 i 4) fixed length shape records. Each shape 
record contains up to 4 coordinate pairs and is formatted as numeric Lvith 6 implied decimal 
places. 
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Appendix F -- Guidelines for Use of a Route Object for Transit 
Features Types 

Objectives 
Much of the transit infrastructure is represented a~ route fatures. e.g.. bus routes. subwa!, lines. 
and people mover s\xtems Managing. di5xminatin g and updating this information requires the 
development of a robust “route-‘ data model to support the transfer and con\.ersion of the route 
features included in the C;IS. J’et. no common route model exists M hich supports both 
(leographic representation and attribute requirements for transit feature types. This appendi\ 
Eresents some obser\,ations and recommendatior~s t’w ;I common data structure or file format to 
store route information for transfer and con\ ersicw 

Development of a rolltc data structure i:, essential 5ince: 

. Map databases are translated from one fi,rmat to another. and 

. Feature and attribute data are transferred bct\\een significantI> different digital base maps 

Translation 
‘The translation function. t>,pifird b! standard> such as the Spatial Data Transfer Standard. 
DIGEST‘. or specialized translators supported b\ Lendor products (e.g.. Arclnfo to MGE format). 
simply translates one set of wnbols and file formats to another. The accurac!‘. completeness 
and lineage of the base map dots not change. so feature t?‘pe data is translated to a common 
format. and attribute files remain linhed tcl the gcospatial data throu$ the feature codes. 

Transfer 
‘Transfer between dissimilar base maps must integrate feature data from one base map into 
another. Dependin, ~7 on the dissimilarit\ of the con\,ersion. this transfer ma>. involve functions 
such as ‘>oin.” “geocoding. .. “confatic)n.3‘ or “t&Cure automation.‘3 Within the next decade. if 
not sooner. the process of integratin g or d\namicall\ cnntlating data xvill be standard practice. 
quickI>, and inexpensi\el> executed ’ _ Attrlbutc data ma> require translation to accomodate to 
differences in the positional accuracy. linh-node structure. or attribute resolution of the target 
database. For example. a linh travel time on a linh \Lith an effective distance of 15 meters must 
be translated when transferred to the same link on another database with an effective distance of 
44 meters. 

The management. update and dissemination of‘ the Kational Transit GIS requires that both 
translation and transfer be supported. Thou~Ji different in application. both require a common 
data structure for storing and dissetninating transit route fkature t>.pes. ‘The data structure must 
possess the follo~\iing characteristics ( in order of priority). 

Flexibility: Data structures must be able ti) represent location a transit route m a variet> of 
\\a\s including descripti\.cl\. and \vith GIS tools which C/O and LC’O no1 support 
d\-namic segmentation.. 

Robust: Route features must be unambiguousl>~ and accurate&. referenced 
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Effciecy: A minimal set and length codes and conventions to reference features must be 
used. 

The FTA presently collects most of its data from transit properties that do not use GlS tools or 
full-function GIS tools. Therefore. the data structure must ha\,e the tlesihilrt>. tO descriptive]! 
identify route features. Data collection efforts of this sort fall into the transfer between 
dissimilar databases categoq’. Adding to the need for flexibility is the fact that man!’ transit 
a?encies who possess GIS tools use TIGER Line Files as their base map update and in1proL.e 
their TIGER base maps (which the FTA does not do). This will require that the FTA incopnratc? 
those changes into the NTG base map. Others purchasu data sets from commercial sources or 
share base maps created by their Metropolitan Plannin g Organizations (MI’(>). State DOT or 
other regional/local transportation agency. This requires that route data submitted from those 
transit agencies be integrated with the NTG TIGER Line base map. 

Moreover. no mandate or regulation requixs transit agencies to contribute their data to the 
National Transit GIS. nor does FTA have funding to undertake a data collection effort similar to 
that which allowed the creation of the transit route database. This situation compels the route 
data structure to be simple and useful to both transit agencies. transit application vendors and the 
FTA. 

Use of Route Object Data Structure 
Major transit feature types possess route characteristics. The National Transit GIS is composed 
of directional route miles for bus routes and fixed guidewag systems. 0~ er 530 transit properties 
and 3.000 routes belonging to the Fixed Guidebra\, Systems. Fixed Bus Route Sqxlcms, Major 
Urban Transit Providers. and Rural and Paratransit Grantees of the U.S. and its territories are 
defined. The route ob.ject data structure \vill be used to store and disseminate these routes. Also. 
transit agencies maintain other transit “route” features including the “block”. “run”. and “trip” 
for other applications and obligations. These ma> also be stored and transferred in this data 
structure. 

Route Object Data Structure Description 
The route data structure is defined as a string representin, ~1 the Route Identifier (Route-ID) and 
an ordered set of location identifiers (Route Path). The ordered set of location identifiers ma! - 
take man! forms. When a route database IS transferred betx,een users, a data dictionary or 
alternate module should describe the type of location identifier used. .4 single location identifier 
should be used for each database. The Route data structure and location identitiers are described 
belo\\. The location identitiers are grouped accordin, ~7 to transfer functionalit>~ (see Purpose 
section). and the description contains recommendations on the use and densit\. exceptions and 
example of each alternative. 

ROUTE DEFINITIOlV 

A route is a contiguous, ordered set of 1 -dimensional objects 
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ROUTE DATA STRUCTURE 

ROl’E : Record Of‘ 
, , Rouw_JJ) 

Route Path : 
StriJlg 

Ordered Set of lAocation Identifiers 

! Location Identifiers 
Point ID ( S. >‘) !longitude/easting. Iatitudc,,northing. in decimal form 

! Alternative Location Identifiers: 
Labeled Point ID: (St Name. x. ! ) 1 see .~ddrcs.v aml Strcrt ,liuming C’oriventions 

Intersection: (On St Name. At St Name) 
%ode ID: (Node 2) ! ~.g.. node no.. bus stop no.. time point no. 
blilepost: (Section No.. OffseT) ! offset k3ilepost -+ OO.nnn 
Reference: (On St. At St. Distance offset) ! or (direction based on conventions) 

(Node IL). Distance Offset) ! or 
(On St. rZf St. Off-set (‘ode) 1 or offset code = [NS. FS. MB. (3, OPP] 

Address: (Primar! Address No.. Predirectional. Street Name. Suffix. 
Postdirectional) 

The elements of the data structure ma> hc stored in ASCII or binary format. each row on a 
separate line. and each clement of the record separated b>, a comma, tab or space. The record 
should be framed h? less than (c) and y-rater than (:,) signs. For example. 

Record of Bus Route 101 

I’ JO 1. long1 _ lat I. long?. lat3. lonf3. lat3. long4, lath. Ion@. lat5. long6. lat6. 
longi. lat7. IongX. lat8. Ion@. lat9. long IO. lat IO. long 1 I. lat I I. long 13. lat 13. 
long1 2. lat 12. long 1-I. lat 11. long 15. lat 15. long 16. lat 16, 
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Methods Described 

Translation of Route Features between Base Map Formats 

Point ID 
Geographic coordinate qualit is preserved. without loss of resolution or increased ambigui5 
when translated betkveen computer systems or file formats. A data set which uses the same 
version of TIGER Line Data as the National Transit GlS possesses the same geogaphic 
coordinates. Thus. a string of geographic coclrdinates will unambiguously describe the segments 
of the route. Furthermore. a string of geographic coordinates defines arcs and chains. so that 
“sections” and mileposts can be referenced to ~ (Tround-truth using the ordered set of point 
identifiers: this record type is easily incorporated into a feature based model of a route object. 

Dem@ of Geogruphic Coordimtes in Ordered Set 
The string of Position IDS should ensure that all the arcs, chains and/or lines in the route are 
identified. The start and end points of the route feature should be included in the string. 

Limitntions 
Split roads may require additional references (i.e., shape points) of a chain. Figure 3 illustrates a 
split route for which link or chain nodes will not be sufficient to unambiguouslq~ identif!, the 
route path. In this case. the two entries ~101, s 1, yl. x2. ~2. xi, ),3-. and 41. .\ I. ~‘1. x2. >,3. ~3. 
4’31 are equivalent. An additional point from the chain representin, (J hliddlc Street and IClain 
Street should be added to each data structure representing routes IO I and 43. respecti\el> 

61 
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Figure 3 Split Route 

Route 101 

xl, yl 

Route 44 

Limited number of Po/nt IDS may cause amb/gudy /n route description 

x5, Y5 Route ‘I 01 

Xl/Y? 

hlan>. GlS \.endors store and export line kstures similar to this representation. An instance of a 

transit route \\ould appear ah in F‘igurc -1 and Table 1. 

Figure -i Transit Route 
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Table 1 instance of Transit Route Record 

<lOI, 
longl. latl. 
long? Iat? 
Ion@. lat3. 
Ion@. latil. 
lot@. lat5, 
lo@, Iatb. 
long:‘. lat7, 
Ion@. IatX, 
long9 lat9 7 3 
long 10, lat IO. 
long1 1. latl 1. 
long12. lat12, 
longI’. latl? ‘-9 
longl-l, latl4 , 
long1 5, latl5 

Transfer of Route Objects Between Dissimilar Data Sets 
Differences in positional accuracy and attribute completeness between data sets ma!’ be 
significant. Moreover, GIS tool functionality may not allow derivation of the certain location 
references described above. The ability to choose the linear reference best suited for both data 
sets mitigates any ambiguity and error in the placement of the f’eature. For example. 
organizations with data sets whose positional accuracies are closely matched ma> prefer the 
Labeled Point ID; or organizations with d.ata sets populated kvith complete road features. 
addresses and labels may use the Intersection or Addressing method. 

Only one method should be used in each data file. Header information in the tile and entries in 
the metadata document should describe the extension or format used 

Labeled Point ID 
The labeled point ID method is similar to the Point ID method in that it relies primaril>- on the 
spatial coordinate for identifying the route. The label or name is used to resol\ t‘ an>’ ambiguit?,. 
For example, the road name (i.e., Middle or Main Street) resolves the ambiguit! between Route 
101 and Route 43 in Figure 3. The two entries would appear as <IO]. Main, 1 I. 1 I _ Middle. ~2. 
>,2. Main, ~3. y3> and 44. Main, xl. ~1. Main. x,, _ 7 ~2. Main. ~3. v3->. The full street name with i 
all its component parts (e.g., pre and post directionals, and type) need not be specified because 

the coordinate pair typical]>, resolves the ambiguityl3. This method is usefill when the feature 
data is transferred to a map database of similar resolution and accuraq as the source data set. 
For example. two digital databases derived from the same source. such as commercial products 

lj Except in the case of the intersection between 1 st Street and 1 st Avenue. or streets with similar 
names within proximity of the database accuracy. 

63 
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derived from Digital Line Graph (DLGj Data and complete]> attributed with common street 
names should be close]> matched. 

De~isiQ, ($Geogwphii- i’ooidi?rule.s ii1 Ortk~ri~ti j\‘cJl 
The string of Labeled Position rDs should ensure that the pattern of arcs. chains and/or lines in 
the route are identified. .An arc. chain or lint need be not be explicit]\. identified if it is contained 
\vithin hio endpoints of a chain or contiyjous chains associated \\,ith the same label. The start 
and end points of the route feature should he included in the string. For example. Route 39 buses 
travel about i miles on liuntington :\\cnue between South t-luntington Ave. (x9. >‘9) and 
Dartmouth Street (xl 0. ? IO). ‘Iliib should be reprcsentcd as 39.. _... Huntington, x9. ?9. 
Dartmouth. xl 0. 1 10. ._ ’ 

Limitutimi.~ 
,411 exception ati described in I-ootnote 2 0here t\\o streets Lvith similar names in close 
prosimit?. ma>’ produce an ambiguous reference. The ambiguit> ma!. not appear if the direction 
of traj,el is not ambiguous. For esamplr. the route data structure assumes directionalit?; due to 
the ordered nature ot‘ the location identilierh. The routt’ is also assumed to be contiyous. If 
First Street is assumed instead of E:ixt A\,enue. then the nest segment 111 the record will typicall\, 
parallel I-irst Street and not intersect it as illustrated in Figure 5 

Figure 5 Labeled Point 111 with Similarly IVamed Streets 
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A Labeled Point ID record format would appear as follows: 

Labeled Point ID Record Format 
*c. 10 I . 
14th. long]. latl. 
14th.. long?. lat2. 
Independence. long?, lat3. 
Independence. long-l. lat3. 
Independence. Ior@, lat5, 
Independence. long6. lat6, 
Independence, long7, lat7. 
1st. longs, IatS, 
Constitution. long9, lat9, 
Constitution, long IO. latl 0. 
Constitution. long 1 I. lat 1 1. 
Constitution longl3. latl?. 

Constitution, long 13. lat 13* 
1 -lth. lonS 14. lat 13. 
14th. longI5, latli 

Condensed Form 
-=lOl. 
14th. long I. latl . 
14th. long2. Iat?, 
independence. long7. lat7. 
1st. IongS, IatS, 
Constitution. long 13. lat Ii. 
14th. longl5. lat15 

Intersection 
The Intersection location identifier is principally for identifying the route descriptively. This 
technique is used when the base maps for which the features are exchanged maintain complete 
and standard addresses and street names. Advanced algorithms for address matching and 
creocoding improve matchin 2 g rates. though this technique is almost never tirll~ automated. The 
intersection referencing method is useful for descriptively identifying the path of the route. 
particularI>,, for agencies that do not possess GE tools. 

A comma or tab should separate each item in the record. and a space is used to delimit the 
constituent parts of the street name. Street namin, 0 standards used by the t..S. Post Uffice should 
be employed as the conventions used to identify the On and At Streets. 

Densiv qf Geographic Coordinates in Ordered Ser 
The string of Intersections should ensure that the pattern of arcs. chains and/or lines in the route 
are identified. The start and end points of the route feature should be included in the string. An 
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arc, chain or line need be not be explicitI> identiticd if the contiguous chains are associated with 
the same On Street bctwecn t\\o intersections. For exampl e. Route 39 buses travel about 3 miles 
on Huntington Avenue between South Jluntington A\,c. and Dartmouth Street. This could be 
represented as .-39. ._.. 5. I-luntington St. Huntington St. Huntington St. Dartmouth St, ..>. 

A ma.jor problem ma! occur \\ith a rc>ute that weaves through roads that intersect in more than 
one place: multiple instances of the intersection exist. The path of the route may be ambiguous. 
as illustrated in Figure 6 In this cast’. the path of the route lvill be clarified b\. including 
additional intersections. 

Figure 5 Weaving Roads 

Other problems v.ill occur when a route record is transferred from a richlq attributed source to a 
sparsei? populated source. M.ith missin: cross streets the <parseI> attributed source will not bc 
capable of definin, (7 the route structure (SW Figure 7). 

Figure 7 Transfer of Intersections Betiveen Differently Attributed Data Sources 
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Sparsely populated road network 

Richly populated road network 

This method is limited to locations which are designated by intersections. .:‘i precise position 
cannot be specified for routes that start. end or change at a location other than an intersection. 

E.uurnpks 
A common practice used by many transit agencies to identify their time points and route 
descriptions for operator trainin,. o the Intersection Method provides a means of building route 

descriptions without the use of a GIS. survey or positioning/navigation dc\,ice. 

Record Structure 
<lOI. 
14th St. Jefferson Dr. 
13th St, Independence Av. 
Independence Av. 12th St, 
Independence Av, 9th St. 
Independence Av, 7th St. 
Independence Av, 4th St. 
Independence Av, 3rd St, 
Independence Av, I th St, 
1st St. Constitution Av, 
Constitution Av. 3rd St. 
Constitution Av. 4th St, 
Constitution Av. 7th St, 
Constitution Av. 9th St, 
Constitution Av. 12th St. 
Constitution Av. 14th St. 
14th St, Madison Dr. 
14th St. Jefferson Dr 

Condensed Form 
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13th St. Madison Dr. 
13th St. Independence AL 
Independence A\. 1 st St. 
I st St. Constitution Ai,. 
Constitution .A\.. 14th St. 
1 -tth St. Ytadison Dr 

Node ID 
In most cases. node identifiers differ between different data sources. HoLvever. in many transit 
agencies. bus stops. time points and other node t\‘pes arc assigned standard codes. These codes 
are inserted into a number of digital products. This enables the translation and conversion of 
route feature &pes between different s>‘htems and data sources. 

.!lcmiQ, of Gcogrirphlc~ C 'ooriiiwd~~.c ill Ih-dcJwcl ScI 
kode ID> are subject t~l the same limitations as the Position IDS. The string of Nodes IDS should 
ensure that all the arcs. chains and;or lines in the route are identitied. The start and end points of’ 
the route feature should be included in the string. 

Most data sources do not xhare node identifier codes. ‘I‘I~iER Line Files do not explicitly index 
and maintain nodes and node identifiers. 

Perhaps. the most concise of the location Identifier fbrmats. the record appears as a route id and 
series of’ node ids. 

Route Instance using Node IDS: 69. 15;. IO?. 103. 10-t. 105. 107. 12 I. 122. 123 113, 125, 136. 
65. h-l. 63 -. 

Figure 8 Use of Node Identifiers 

#63 

# 

# 

#IO2 

Node Name 
45 Forest HiI!? Station 
102 Monument 
121 Hyde Sq 
125 Brigham Cir 
63 GP@Y sq 
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Milenost 
Typicall\,. state transportation agencies use rnileposts to reference roadway, characteristics and 
equipment. Milepost markers and section references are described using the Position ID method: 
the Milepost method is used to identiflf attributes along a milepost4 road. For esamplc. 
pal’ement Q’pe and accident site are referenced to the milepost. The resolution of the milepost 
reference depends on the accurac>’ of the milepost location. Also, mileposts. ~houyh identified as 
marking units in “miles”. may actually be kilometers or short/long miles. The ph>xical marhcr ib 
mereI>, a reference to a physical location. 

Llen.si~~~ of Geographic C ‘oordimles irr Or&red Set 
The string of Mileposts should ensure that the pattern of arcs, chains and,or lines in the route are 
identified. The start and end points of the route feature should be included in tl~e string. An arc. 
chain or line need be not be esplicitlq identiCed if the contiguous chains are a\sociated with the 
same Section Number. Road Name or Road !iabel. This method foIlo~\s the wne rules as the 
intersections and labeled position IDS. 

Linlitations 
This method requires a well maintained national index of road names. and establishment of 
mileposts alon ,g urban road\\.ays. This practice has limited application for metropolitan areas. 
Additional information should be included in the metadata or file header detailing 111~ resion or 
jurisdiction of the road name since highua), names and mileposts ma> bc dupilcated in adjacent 
regions. 

Route 39 buses travel about 3 miles on Huntington A\,enue between South Huntington Ave. and 
Dartmouth Street. If these streets were indexed. such as in Table 1. this could bc represented as: 

<39. 

433,3.885, 
43 1, 35.559. 
57. 1.009. 
. ...> 

Table 1 - Section/Street Name Lookup 

Section No/ Street Name 
index 

Da>mouth St 57 
43 I Huntington Av 
132 S Huntington A\ 

-- 

Reference 
The reference point method is similar to the milepost in that it refercnce.s :I position from a 
knokvn point. In the milepost method, the point is a physical marker; in the retkrence point 
method. the position is based on attributes of the road net\vork. e.g.. intersection (on and at street 
names) or node identifier. The offset element is similar to the milepost offset. though. the 
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same street name. This method follo\xs the same rules as the intersections. and labeled position 
IDS. 

This method worhs \\,ell in urban areas v.here the addresses are densely and sequential]> 
organized. However. in rural areas with fen addresses and few. rural route numbers. this method 
propagates large distance errors bet\\ wn address locations. Also. because highways and 
interstates are typicall!, not attributed \\ ith addresses. the use of addresses is inappropriate. 

Additional information 4lould be included III the mctadata or file header detailing the region or 
-jurisdiction of the addrest, since ~treet namc~ recur in ad.jacent regions. 

Record Structure 
3 0 
I PoLItll St 

79 C‘rntre St 
461 C‘entrc St 
35 1 S IHuntington A\ 
55 I I luntington :Z\ 
10 1 luntington .:I\’ I 

Conclusion 

These methods for encndiry a route ma! not be efficient for all applications or data base 
management systems: ho\\,ever. the structures enable the transfer of “route” features between 
different platforms. GIS application tool\. information s>xtems applications and databases. 
.L\ttribute features associated \iith the route features should continue to be transferred using a 
route feature code. 

The route data structure used for the National I‘ransit (iIS should provide a robust. flexible and 
efficient definition. Not all methods or coding structures fill these characteristics in eve?’ 
situation This paper identified methods which best tit alternative environments. In summary, 
Table 2 identifies the route location Identifiers \\hich support different alternative environments. 

Table 2 Summaq of Recommended Uses for Route Location Identifiers 

Alternatives Pt ID LPID Inters \ode ‘clPnst Kef off Reficode Refinode Add _-------- .__--- 


